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Abstract 

The global plastic production is steadily growing and with it the public and scientific 

concern about micro- and macroplastic emissions into the environment. According to 

a recent study by EMPA, the largest input of plastics into the Swiss environment is 

littering1. However, this is based on uncertain assumptions as, even though littering is 

a well-known issue, no quantitative data exist.  

In this project, littering along roadsides and its input into the environment were 

experimentally quantified. A mathematical model calculates the sweeping efficiency 

considering the accuracy of the road workers, the cleaning intervals and the probability 

of a certain object to be carried away by wind, depending on the object type and its 

underlying vegetation. Corresponding experiments were designed and carried out. The 

collected data of roadside litter were extrapolated to Switzerland based on the daily 

traffic volume and road lengths. A GIS analysis was performed to determine what 

environments border Swiss roads.  

The following figure shows the resulting material flows. Every year 252100 tons of 

plastic are released into the environment. This value is 13 times lower than the one 

calculated in the above-mentioned study, which is not based on measurements but uses 

literature values and assumptions. One reason for this difference is the higher sweeping 

efficiency of roadworkers and farmers calculated in this project. For example, 90% of 

the littered PET bottles, cigarette boxes and aluminum cans are collected and do not 

end up in the environment. Sensitivity analysis and testing of the underlying 

assumptions show that the presented model provides reliable results and can generate 

important insights for science and politics. 

 

 

  

Swiss Roadside Litter Flow (t/a) 

Calculated uncertainty: 40% 
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Abstract 

Die weltweite Kunststoffproduktion wächst stetig und damit einhergehend die 

öffentliche und wissenschaftliche Besorgnis über den Eintrag von Mikro- und 

Makroplastik in die Umwelt. Der grösste Eintragspfad von Plastik in die Schweizer 

Umwelt ist laut einer aktuellen Studie der EMPA Littering1. Diese basiert sich jedoch 

auf unsicheren Annahmen, da, obwohl Littering ein bekanntes Phänomen ist, keine 

quantifizierten Mengen existieren. In dieser Arbeit wurde Littering entlang von 

Strassen in der Schweiz experimentell quantifiziert. Ein mathematisches Modell 

berechnet die Reinigungseffizienz unter Berücksichtigung der Genauigkeiten des 

Strassenpersonals, den Reinigungsintervallen, sowie der Wahrscheinlichkeit, dass ein 

gewisser Gegenstand vom Wind verfrachtet wird. Entsprechende Experimente wurden 

konzipiert und durchgeführt. Die entlang von Strassen erhobenen Abfalldaten wurden 

mithilfe einer GIS Analyse und zwei verschiedenen Methoden auf das Schweizer 

Strassennetz extrapoliert. Die nachfolgende Abbildung zeigt die resultierenden 

Stoffflüsse. Jährlich werden 252100 Tonnen Plastik in die Umwelt eingetragen. Dieser 

Wert ist 13 Mal tiefer als in obengenannter Studie berechnet, welche nicht auf 

Messwerten sondern auf Annahmen und Literaturwerten basiert. Ein Grund für diese 

Differenz liegt in der unterschätzten Reinigungseffizienz, da beispielsweise 90% der 

gelitterten PET Flaschen, Zigarettenschachtel und Aludosen aufgelesen werden und 

somit nicht in die Natur gelangen. Eine Sensitivitätsanalyse und das Testen der 

zugrundeliegenden Annahmen zeigen, dass das hier präsentierte Model verlässliche 

Resultate liefert und wichtige Erkenntnisse für die Wissenschaft und Politik generieren 

kann. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

As the world plastic production is steadily growing2, the public and scientific concern 

about macro and microplastic pollution in the environment is increasing3. The number 

of papers is exponentially growing, yet new findings come hesitantly as it is a complex 

and interdisciplinary research field4. Moreover, most studies focus on plastics in the 

marine environment5, even though 80% of the plastics ending up in the marine 

environment are disposed of on land6.   

Similar applies to Switzerland. In 2018, a citizen-driven measuring campaign for 

detecting litter on lake and river shores was launched. The resulting Swiss Litter 

Report7, published by WWF, concludes that there is a substantial amount of litter 

accumulating on Swiss river- and lakeshores. A similar bottom-up campaign to measure 

or monitor the presence of litter on Swiss lands, however, is still missing. A new study 

(Kawecki et al. 1) published only months before the start of this project, models the 

overall plastic mass flows and quantifies micro- and macro- plastic emissions into the 

environment. The study concludes that in Switzerland, the plastic emission rate into 

soil accounts 40 times the one into water and that littering is the main emission source 

into both compartments1. This highlights the importance of further investigating the 

emission pathways of plastic into terrestrial ecosystems with a focus on littering1. The 

Federal Office of Environment (FOEN) also recognizes this need8 and commissioned 

several projects in the field of littering and plastic mass flows throughout Switzerland.  

Littering is not a new phenomenon and has been widely discussed for almost five 

decades9. However, most studies focus on the human litter behaviour10–12 and possible 

mitigation strategies 9,13,14. Experts agree on the fact that littering is hard to quantify 

and concrete numbers on emission rates are still missing. When analyzing the 

background information of the above-mentioned study1, it appears that the littering 

rates and sweeping efficiencies used to model roadside and natural litter emissions are 

based on rough assumptions and hence show a high uncertainty15.  

The above-mentioned information shows, that even though littering is a well-known 

issue, the concrete scientific background is limited and that especially its contribution 

to microplastic pollution is largely unknown. This motivates to further investigate the 

field of littering, not in terms of behavioral studies, but to quantify litter emissions 

and find out how much eventually ends up in the environment.  
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The amount of littering in residential areas is large, but only around 1.4% ends up in 

the environment (18944)1. There is a solid research background as littering inside 

cities is a politically relevant topic and different stakeholders work on minimizing it.  

On the other hand, much more litter enters the environmental sinks from roads 

(30001100 tons/year1) and from outdoor recreational activities (280110 tons/year1). 

Both emission pathways have been barely treated in science. For this reason, this 

project focuses on those two aspects. Instead of using a material flow analysis (MFA) 

approach, a model based on measurements from field experiments is applied. This 

enables to compare the two approaches, verify or parametrize the existing studies and 

identify further research gaps.  

1.2 Objectives and Boundaries 

This project aims at experimentally quantifying littering emissions into the Swiss 

natural environment from roads and providing an overview of existing knowledge in 

the field of littering from recreational outdoor activities. The geographical boundary is 

Switzerland with a focus on the area outside the residential area.  

The project analyses the act of littering, the public or private sweeping, the transport 

of litter into the environment and the elaboration of measures. Neither the subsequent 

penetration of litter into soil or water, nor the decomposition and accumulation of 

secondary microplastic, nor the environmental impact or harm to animals are treated 

in this project. The littering occurring inside cities and villages is neither part of this 

project.  

The first goal is to conduct a comprehensive literature review and gather information 

about the activities of the public state, NGOs and private persons working in this field. 

Various experts were contacted and interviewed. Here both ‘roads’ and ‘outdoor 

activities’ were treated the same.  

In the following, a focus is put on experimentally quantifying littering along roadsides 

as these are expected to be the main source1 and the time and season did not allow to 

pick up litter in the mountains. The objective was to design a bottom-up system model 

and conceive field experiments to collect relevant data. An extrapolation of the 

acquired field data to Switzerland is targeted. After analyzing and discussing the 

results, a set of mitigation strategies is devised. A comprehensive description of the 

working process, the system model and part-goals are found in Chapter 2. 
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1.3 Definitions 

The following definitions of littering and litter are used throughout this project. 

Littering means throwing away or leaving small amounts of municipal waste laying 

around, without using the disposal facilities available16. This also includes throwing 

waste items out of a car. 

Litter consists of waste products that have been disposed of improperly at an 

undesirable location17. This comprises typical household wastes and other lost objects. 

Only macroplastic and other pieces larger than 5mm are considered. Litter can also be 

used as a verb. In this report “to litter” is used synonymously for “to commit littering”. 

1.4 State-of-the-Art 

1.4.1 Littering in Switzerland 

Littering is not a new issue and has become an integral part of the Swiss society. 

Where many people eat, consume drinks or smoke cigarettes, a lot of waste (litter) is 

generated.  As the population density is the highest in cities and parks, most littering 

occurs in these places. Many different actors, such as take-away shops, retail 

companies, cities, municipalities, and NGOs work in the field of littering and share an 

interest in reducing it. The ‘Handbuch Littering’9 (2008) gives a good introduction to 

the field of littering in Switzerland, presents stakeholders and provides a wide set of 

mitigation strategies.9  

The FOEN plays an advisory and supporting role between the various actors and 

commissions diverse projects and studies. An important study published in 2011 

classified Switzerland into different types of municipalities, carried out a large-scale 

investigation of pollution levels and cleaning costs, and was thus able to estimate the 

annual costs for the public cleaning work in Switzerland at about 192 million Swiss 

francs18,19.  

Another study published by FOEN (Fehr et al)13, examines the influence of different 

contexts on littering behavior and examines the introduction of a litter charge among 

other measures. They conclude that location, time and the social environment do have 

a higher unconscious influence on the decision to litter than the type of object to be 

thrown away. They also show that there is a high awareness of non-littering in 

Switzerland.13 

Many important stakeholders are part of the Interest Group for a Clean Environment, 

(IGSU). They run various sensibilization campaigns and organize the annual Swiss 
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Cleanup day. During the Cleanup Day in 2019, more than 650 associations, schools, 

companies or other parties participated and cleaned forest, parks or riversides20. In 

Besides that, they conduct largescale national surveys about the perception of littering 

by Swiss inhabitants. Since 2015, the Swiss population feels that littering is declining. 

The perceived litter pollution, however, depends significantly on the location where 

the interviews were conducted. E.g. in the mountains a significantly lower litter 

pollution is perceived than in public transportation21.  Meanwhile, also Swiss cities and 

municipalities experience a slight improvement22. Nonetheless, 40% of the questioned 

people still indicate to be strongly disturbed by littering23. With 4823 people questioned 

in 35 cities, these results are regarded as representative.  

1.4.2 The Composition of Litter 

 

Figure 1: Litter composition found in cities or along roads (above) and along river and lake shores (below). 
Sources: Heeb24, Weiler25, Breitbarth26, FOEN19, ÖÖI27, Swiss litter report7 presenting data from Marine Litter Watch28 

So far, there are no standardized litter categories used to classify litter. The litter 

composition heavily depends on the location and the season. For example, litter inside 

the city is not the same, as it is along a roadside or what is being washed up on river 

shores. Figure 1 gives an overview of found literature values in five common categories.  

The cigarette fractions are not considered, because they have not been registered in 

some of the sources. However, they often quantitatively form the main litter fraction. 
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For example, in the study published by FOEN19, 66% of all litter objects are cigarette 

butts or cigarette packs. The composition showed in figure 1, therefore, only represents 

34% of all littered objects. 

Whereas in the city, many large litter items are found, smaller pieces of litter are 

dominant along rivers and lakeshores7. In both cases and all sources found, cigarette 

butts stay the most numerous objects. At skiing stations, the litter composition differs 

again, as will be seen in chapter 3.3.1. 

1.4.3 Quantification and Units 

Littering is an interdisciplinary field and issue. As it lies at the intersection of different 

fields of actors, several measurements and units exist. So far, a universally applicable 

littering measure is not available. 

For simple applications, often the entire collected mass of litter (bulk mass or volume) 

is measured. This does not require much effort and can be used, for example, for social 

media posts after cleaning campaigns20,29,30. However, this is not scientifically conclusive 

as it provides no information about the composition of the collected litter, which makes 

this type of data hardly comparable. 

If only one fraction of the littering is looked at, considering its mass makes sense as it 

is commonly used in LCA and MFA. An example is the modeling of plastic mass flows 

throughout a certain system or country31. Usually, these are top-down models and the 

input data is given in masses.  

Another approach is to categorize the found litter item and count the numbers. The 

OSPAR Commission provides a guideline on how to measure and identify litter on 

beaches32. A similar approach is applied by the European Environment Agency33 and 

others34,35 to monitor marine and beach litter.  Based on the previously mentioned 

methods, the Swiss NGO hammerdirt collects data on the pollution of the Swiss river 

and lake shores36. Every litter item found above 5mm size is counted, categorized and 

the information stored in an open-access database. The Swiss Litter report7 uses a 

citizen-science approach with the same collection method. The advantage of 

categorizing and counting is to make the found litter comparable. Furthermore, one 

can focus on the separate fraction and identify possible sources.  

In Switzerland, the “Kommunale Infrastruktur37, an organization of the Swiss 

association of cities and municipalities developed a cleanliness index for urban areas. 

This method rates cleanliness at a level from 1 to 5 and is used to monitor and compare 

pollution among cities. In addition to the number of litter objects per area, the index 
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also includes the type of objects, which in turn are divided into different disturbance 

classes.37 A similar approach is used by the authorities of the city of Bern22. 

Another approach is based on the perception of people. By the means of public surveys, 

the perceived pollution by the population can be identified38.  

The Clean Europe Network is developing a common approach to measuring litter, 

which could in due course be used across Europe38. This modular method would apply 

grading, counting or questioning depending on the available resources, whereas they 

recommend questioning people only in combination with one of these previous 

methods.  

In an Austrian study similar to this project, they sorted all collected litter items into 

categories, counted the number of objects in each category and measured volume and 

mass27.  

In this project, the littering will be quantified through a combination of weighting and 

counting the different fractions. By counting, a density along the roads can be 

estimated and made dependent on the location. Weighting the sorted fraction will 

make the findings comparable to existing studies. The volume is not measured it does 

not add any additional scientific value. 

1.4.4 Littering along Roads 

Outside residential areas, roads are the most frequented places and hence prone to 

litter pollution. The composition varies with location and season and the 

responsibilities of the road cleaning vary between municipalities and cantons. 

Determining the exact amount and composition of litter is labor-intensive and requires 

good coordination with various actors. Nevertheless, there are several studies analyzing 

the litter pollution along roads, which are outlined below. Table 1 shows the literature 

values of plastics ending up in the environment due to roadside littering. Furthermore, 

assumed sweeping efficiencies are presented, which is a measure that indicates how 

much of the initially littered amount is removed by road workers. 

Table 1: Literature values for plastic ending up in the environment due to roadside littering and assumed 
sweeping efficiencies (fraction of littered object that is cleaned by road workers). 

Source Sweeping Efficiency Roadside litter plastic to Swiss nature (t/a) 

Kawecki et al.1 (2019) 10-90% 3000  1100 

UMSICHT39 (2018) 
inside cities: 80%  
outside cities: 50% 

3520 

Jambeck et al.40 (2015) 75%  - 
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Kawecki et al. find that littering along roads is the main emission source of plastic into 

the Swiss nature (3’0001’100 tons/year)1. The study used a top-down approach and 

models the consumption of takeaway products. Based on the fraction of fast-food 

restaurants equipped with a drive-in in Switzerland, it is assumed that 25% of all take-

away products are consumed in cars, of which in turn 17% is littered15. The latter 

littering emission rate is based on an American study about littering behavior in the 

year 2009 by Schultz et al11. The sweeping efficiency by the road cleaners is estimated 

to be 10-90% as it varies a lot among muncipalities and roads.  

The UMSICHT study in Germany estimates the sweeping efficiency along roads to be 

80% in urban and 50% in rural areas. They identify the reasons for the low sweeping 

efficiency to be wind drifts, transport by animals, difficult-to-access areas, and the 

comminution when mowing the roadsides. They calculate that 412 grams/cap/year of 

macroplastic remain in the environment in residential(194g/cap/y) and non-residential 

areas (218g/cap/year)39. Multiplied by the Swiss population41, this corresponds to 3520 

tons/year in Switzerland, which is close to the numbers of Kawecki et al., described 

above.  

Another approach to modeling is to pick up litter. In Rohrbach, Austria, litter objects 

along 15.6 km main road were collected by the public road cleaners for 4 weeks, sorted 

into fractions and number, while volumes and weights were recorded. 50kg (410 pieces) 

of littering were found of which the main compartments were drinking containers, 

packaging and other plastics.27 

In the American study by Schultz et al. (2009), the litter pollution at 240 roadway 

sides was observed and the results statistically analyzed. 6.73 pieces of litter were found 

per mile of which 37.7% are tobacco products. Plastics accounted for 19.3% of the 

found items.11 

The FEDRO estimates the litter emission on Swiss national highways to be 1 

ton/km/year with hotspots on service areas42. The IGSU also puts a focus on roads, as 

they see the greatest reduction potential for littering in this domain, even though they 

do not have any exact numbers about the amount of littering occurring along roads43.  

In most Swiss municipalities, the roads are cleaned with a road cleaning machine. This 

machine wipes all littered objects lying on the road. What is transported away or 

directly littered to the near environment of the road is collected manually by other 

road workers.44  

Identified littering hotspots are resting areas for car and truck drivers, parking lots, 

crossings where cars do have to wait and entrances or exits of highways.45  
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1.4.5 Littering on Agricultural Fields 

A recently published study by Agroscope46 summarizes the state of knowledge about 

plastics in agriculture. They find that there is no data available that analyses littering 

behavior in rural regions and especially in agricultural fields. With 80  30 tons/year 

littering represents the largest absolute input into agricultural land in Switzerland. 

However, since the 80 tons of plastic input per year is distributed over the entire 

agricultural area, the average per area plastic input of 80  30 g/ha/a is smaller than 

for other sources, e.g. PE mulch films (2000  2000 g/ha/a) or digestate and compost 

used as fertilizer (4000  1000 g/ha/a).46 

The Swiss Farmers Association is aware of the problems litter is causing to farmers. 

They run a sensibilization campaign against littering by setting up roadside posters47. 

Farmer activities strongly depend on weather conditions, which makes it difficult to 

plan. Hence, the cleaning of fields is not organized by the central association nor fixed 

to any date. Each farmer cleans his or her own field. The cleaning efficiency is assumed 

to vary greatly among farmers. There are no numbers available on the amount of litter 

collected.48  

The conducted interviews49 show that most farmers clean their fields in spring after 

the snow has melted and before they start to till. During the year, farmers pick up 

found litter on the go. The main incentive to pick up the litter is to protect animals 

from getting hurt by sharp litter splinters. Today, the mowing is done mechanically, 

and litter is difficult to detect in the highly grown grass. When glass, aluminum, or 

steel cans get into the mower, they burst, and the small pieces end up in the fodder 

for animals where they cause severe damage. Some farmers also run individual 

sensibilization campaigns as shown below. 

 

Figure 2: Sensibilization campaign by a private farmer; the picture was taken in Dez 2019 in Herzwil, BE.  
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2 Methodology 

2.1 Procedure 

First, a comprehensive literature review was conducted and different experts in the 

field of littering were contacted. Specific experiments and scientific approaches were 

then designed to quantify missing numbers and fill the identified research gaps. In 

Phase 2, these experiments were executed, and data was collected. In Phase 3 and 4, 

the data was analyzed, put together and critically reflected.  

In the next sections, the methodology is described in detail and linked to the set-up 

littering system. 

 

Figure 3: Structure of the project with the four main working packages. 

2.2 Project Littering System 

 

Figure 4: Project system for littering along roads and during outdoor activities. The dotted line depicts the 
master projects system boundary.  

Figure 4 shows the project system model and its boundaries. This is the result of Phase 

1 and based on the undertaken literature review and expert interviews presented in 

Chapter 1.4 and 3.3. It describes the main processes of littering in the outdoor area.  

Outside residential areas, two main emission sources of littering exist. On one hand, 

there is a significant amount of littering occurring along roads. On the other hand, 
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people litter during recreational activities, such as strolling, hiking, skiing, and other 

outdoor sports. 

In both cases, certain amounts of the littered objects are picked up and put back into 

the controlled waste system. Alongside roads, this is mainly done by the public cleaning 

staff, whereas in nature, this occurs through the pickup of peer outdoor persons.   

From the littering location, wind, animals or water transport the litter objects into the 

surrounding nature. The receptive natural compartments are mountainous regions, 

forests, agricultural fields, and water bodies. In agricultural fields, farmers again pick 

up litter objects. In wooded areas or mountainous regions, organized cleanup actions 

remove the visible part of the litter lying around.  

What is not being picked up is covered by vegetation and eventually penetrates the 

soil, where it starts decomposing. The transport of micro and macro scale transport is 

not part of this project. Once in the environment, litter becomes an environmental 

issue. 

Every process and receptive natural compartment show specific characteristics, 

existing knowledge and research background. Also, the stakeholder group differs, and 

expertise can only be partly transferred. This shows the complexity of the topic and 

the need to analyze every process and compartment separately.  

2.3 Roadside Litter 

In this part, the amount of litter emitted along roadsides, which ends up in the 

environment, is quantified. First, litter along different roads is collected, sorted and 

measured. Then, from different parameters, the overall sweeping efficiency is 

calculated. Finally, the data collected can be extrapolated to Switzerland.  

2.3.1 Roadside Pickups 

Public road cleaning workers of the municipality of Koeniz, as well as of the canton of 

Bern were accompanied to pick up roadside litter. In total, four communal and four 

cantonal roads were cleaned two times. On every road, the litter is collected along both 

roadsides. The litter is picked up manually with litter picker tongs and put in separate 

bags for every road. Details about the cleaned roads and the weather conditions during 

the cleaning can be found in appendix 7.1.1. 

- 
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Figure 5: Left: sorting and weighting of litter; right: collection by the means of a litter picker tong 

Large objects such as hubcaps or heavy iron pieces are not considered in this study 

and removed from the collected waste. The remaining litter fraction is weighted in 

total. Afterwards, the litter is sorted into the following categories and counted: 

- PET bottles 

- HDPE bottles 

- Glass bottles 

- Aluminum Cans 

- Cigarette packs 

- Plastics* (small pieces > 2 cm, food packaging, plastic bags, etc.)  

- Rest** (mainly newspaper, paper, aluminum packaging, organic waste, etc.) 

*The Plastic pieces fraction is both weighted and counted. An average dry weight of 

plastic pieces is determined by dividing the counted number of plastic pieces by their 

overall dry weight (=3.9 grams/plastic piece). For the collection during rainy days, 

instead of weighting the wet material, the counted number of pieces is multiplied by 

the average dry weight per piece. 

**Due to its heterogeneity and decay of some parts, the ‘Rest’ fraction is extremely 

difficult to count. Its mass is calculated subtracting the masses of all other fraction 

from the total litter mass. To subtract the share of water and dirt, this Rest weight is 

multiplied with a correction factor of 0.6. Two representative samples are weighted 

after collection. Then they are cleaned from dirt and the bottles emptied. The clean 

samples are then weighted again and compared to the initial weight.  

All other fractions are counted and multiplied by their average dry weight. As many 

bottles or cans are not completely empty or clean, an averaged weight of clean, empty 

and dry pieces has been worked out, as presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Average weight  standard error of the means for the different  specified objects; objects are clean, 
empty and dry 

Variables Alu Can Cigarette pack Glass bottle PE bottle PET bottle 

Average clean and 

dry weight [g/piece] 
14.81.0 7.20.3 17624 202.0 25.42.0 

Specifications 5dl Normal 3dl 5dl 5dl 

 

The collected data is analyzed, and its median composition calculated. As described in 

chapter 1.4.4, an Austrian study27 conducted similar research. The results are hence 

compared to that existing study. 

The amount of litter collected only represents a certain share of the total litter input 

per day. A part of the initially littered items is blown away or overseen by the road 

workers. In the next chapter, a model is created to be able to calculate the initial daily 

litter emissions along the inspected roads based on the found data.  

2.3.2 Sweeping Efficiency 

In top-down modeling approaches, the overall sweeping efficiency is used to calculate 

the amount of litter picked up from the total amount of littered objects50.  

 

  

 

However, only rough estimates of this sweeping efficiency exist.  

In this project, a more detailed approach is used that also considers variables such as 

the vegetation of the bordering environment, transport by wind and the accuracy of 

the road workers.  

 The sweeping efficiency is modeled combining two different aspects:  

1) Efficiency during pickup: Pickup Efficiency pe 

2) Losses to the environment during the non-pickup phase: Losses 

The Pickup Efficiency pe indicates how much of the present litter on a given road is 

picked up. Since the visibility and the incentive to pick up differs among the objects, 

the pickup efficiency varies among the different categories. In this case, the differences 

among vegetations along roadsides are regarded as neglectable. The pickup efficiencies 

are estimated based on interviews with road cleaners as well as personal observations 

during the picking up (see the previous chapter).  

The Losses of litter to the surrounding environments through transport by wind and 

animals depend on the bordering land cover. It is assumed that on roads alongside 

wooded and artificial areas no additional losses to the non-picked up fraction happen. 
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On the contrary, along lakes and rivers, a littered object is directly lost to the 

environment.  

Losses of roads along agricultural fields are modeled using a binomial probability 

approach as illustrated in Figure 6, assuming one day to be one independent incident. 

Depending on the cleaning frequency, n days lie between two pickups. Each day, a 

constant litter input xo is emitted to the roadside. Every day, all present litter objects 

are transported away by wind or animals with a probability po or remain on the 

roadside with the probability r0=1-p0. This depends on the type of litter object. The 

numbers of annual wind transports are derived from wind experiments (chapter 2.4). 

Assuming a uniform distribution during the year, p can be calculated by dividing the 

number of stormy days by 365. 

 

Figure 6: Illustration of the model to derive the sweeping efficiency and the daily litter amount xo along agricultural 
fields. The derivation of the formulas is outlined in the appendix 7.1.2. 

The following formulas for the sweeping efficiency depending on the pickup accuracy 

of the workers, the number of pickups per year and the number of times an object is 

blown away, is derived from the model, as outlined in the appendix 7.1.2.  

 

 

peo: pickup efficiency of object o 

n: number of days between pickups  

ro: daily resting probability for litter object o, on this type of roadside 
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Farmers Pickup  

Not only is litter picked up at the roadsides, but also farmers pick up litter transported 

into their fields. A telephone survey is conducted to estimate the share of litter that is 

picked up, by doing what type of work (plowing, mowing, sowing) and on what 

frequency. Two farmers are also accompanied in their fields to better understand the 

issue litter causes and learn what type of objects are picked up the most.  

This fraction will be subtracted from the litter flux lost to agricultural fields. 

Calculation of Initial Daily Litter Emissions 

For every road where litter is picked up (see 2.3.1) according to sweeping efficiencies 

for the different litter types are calculated considering the time since the last pickup 

and the bordering environment of the roads as outlined in 7.1.1. With the following 

formula, a daily litter emission for every category and road is calculated. These values 

will be the input for the extrapolation to Switzerland.  

 

 

2.3.3 Bordering Environment 

The transport of litter away from the roads and its subsequent deposition in the 

bordering environment depends on the land cover. In this part, the shares of land use 

types bordering Swiss roads are calculated. This is achieved by the means of a GIS. 

The following geodata sets were available: 

- The CORINE land cover (CLC) classifies the most important forms of land 

cover in Switzerland51. 

- The cantonal roads of Bern (KSVD52). 

In the first step, the CORINE land cover classes are allocted to the four main 

categories: artificial area, agricultural land, wooded area and, wetland and water 

bodies. In every category, all polygons are dissolved into one. Through ‘Sum Line 

Length’ the total length of the roads crossing each of the polygons is calculated.  

With a similar population density, the canton of Bern is regarded as representative of 

Switzerland. The found shares can hence be adopted to Switzerland. The results are 

then compared to the overall CORINE land cover in Switzerland51. 
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Figure 7: CORINE land cover classes aggregated to 4 classes51 and cantonal roads of Bern in a GIS to determine 
the share of landcovers bordering the cantonal roads. 

2.3.4 Extrapolation to Switzerland 

Two different approaches are applied to extrapolate the results from the previous parts 

to Switzerland and calculate the total litter emission and losses to the different 

environmental compartments for all object categories. The figure below illustrates the 

extrapolation process. Processes that are treated separately in other chapters are 

highlighted in green. To summarize and present the findings, a Sankey diagram that 

integrates all material fluxes is created using the software e-Sankey.  

 

Figure 8: Procedure of the extrapolation with two different approaches: Traffic and road length. in blue processes 
treated in other sections.  
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In both extrapolation approaches, the previously calculated daily litter emissions 

specified for all object categories are used as the starting value (see chapter 2.3.2).  

Extrapolation by traffic (AADT) 

The Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT, German: DTV) is a measure that indicates 

how many cars pass a road per day averaged over one year. Its unit is [cars/day]. The 

AADT of the roads inspected is available in the geoportal of Bern62 or the annual 

municipality report of Koeniz52,53. 

For every object category, the daily amount of litter xo is divided by the corresponding 

AADT of the road yielding [litter/(carm)]. Multiplying the median number with the 

annual total vehicle-kilometers driven inside Switzerland, the total litter Emission 

along Swiss roads is calculated. The vehicle-kilometers are adjusted from German 

data54 by considering the population ratio54. 
 

 

The total emissions are then distributed to the four different land cover categories (see 

2.3.3). The losses to the different environments are calculated by using the relating 

sweeping efficiencies (see 2.3.2). Swiss roads are assumed to be cleaned about 6 times 

per year.   

Extrapolation by road length 

For every object category, the average daily litter emission along municipal and 

cantonal roads is calculated. Each number is multiplied with the corresponding total 

road length in Switzerland55. A correction factor is introduced that indicates how 

representative the inspected roads are compared to the average Swiss cantonal or 

communal road.  

 

 

Again, this total amount yearly roadside litter emission in Switzerland is distributed 

to the four different land cover categories according to (2.3.3) where different sweeping 

efficiencies (see 2.3.2) apply. Since communal and cantonal roads are not cleaned 

equally frequently, different sweeping efficiencies are calculated for their agricultural 

surroundings. The sweeping frequencies are assumed based on interviews with road 

workers of the muncipality of Koeniz and the canton of Bern.  
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Table 3: Values used for extrapolation to total Swiss litter emissions along roads 

Roads 
Total road 
length55 [km] 

Annual 
Cleanings 

Correction factor 

Cantonal Roads 51589 4 1.11 

Communal Roads 17843 12 0.25 
 

 

Seasonal Factor 

The amount of littering varies with season and is higher during summer than winter. 

The pickup experiment (2.3.1) took place in November and December. Therefore, in 

both extrapolation approaches, the amount collected is multiplied by 1.7 according to 

the seasonal litter distribution used in a study published by the FOEN18 and depicted 

below. This distribution has been verified with the communal and cantonal road 

workers during the interviews and is applicable to roads.  

 

Figure 9: Seasonal Litter load used for extrapolation; Data adjusted from “Littering Kosten in der Schweiz – 
Methodik18 and verified with interviewed roadworkers.   

2.3.5 Model Testing 

In this paragraph, the model is tested, and it is analyzed whether it improves the data 

consistency. Furthermore, uncertainty and its propagation are calculated, and the 

underlying assumptions are statistically tested.   

Model Verification 

Comparing the calculated daily litter emission along road sections to reality is difficult 

and would need a daily observation of roadsides. Instead, a mathematical comparison 

among found values can be made. Litter was picked up on cantonal roads after 9 weeks 
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and 3 weeks of non-cleaning. Without the modeling, one can simply divide the amount 

of litter found by the number of days since the last cleaning to determine the daily 

litter emission. Applying the model that accounts for losses through wind drifts during 

the interval, also a daily litter emission is calculated. If the litter emission rate is 

assumed to follow the seasonal distribution, ideally the daily litter emission calculated 

in both intervals are the same. Calculating the ratio between the 3 weeks and 9 weeks 

values with and without the model, allows to determine, whether the model harmonizes 

the data.  

Errors and Propagation 

Two different ways of calculating the uncertainties of the model are applied: 

1. Gaussian Error Propagation: The software STAN is used to model the material 

flows and Gaussian error propagation at the example of PET. The following errors 

are assumed:   

 Total annual litter emission: SEM of extrapolations 

 Shares of land covers along roads: 10% relative uncertainty 

 Sweeping efficiencies along artificial and wooded area:  0.05 

 Waterbodies and wetlands: no error 

 Sweeping efficiencies along agricultural fields: min-max values   

2. Min-Max Calculations: The same errors are applied to all categories and the 

absolute minimum and maximum amount of litter lost to the environment is 

calculated. The deviation from the average is indicated as error. 

Furthermore, the coefficient of variation and relative standard error of the mean are 

calculated for the pickup samples and indicated as relative errors. 

Sensitivity Analysis & Seasonal Variation 

The assumed annual wind drifts of the different objects are varied, as this is the least 

certain input variable to the model. It is analyzed how strong the amount of litter lost 

to the environment varies. This variation directly impacts only the sweeping efficiency 

along the agricultural field, but the effect on the overall result is analyzed.  

Furthermore, it is analyzed whether the model for the sweeping efficiency along 

agricultural fields (2.3.2), which assumes a constant sweeping efficiency over the year 

is able to represent the underlying seasonal effects. More litter is emitted by the people 

during summer than winter. But on the other hand, storms are more likely to occur 

during the fall and winter season (see chapter 3.2.3) and the vegetation is lower, which 

leads to more wind drifts. Assumptions and calculations are directly shown in the table 

of results (Table 10 in chapter 3.1.5). 
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Assumptions Testing 

For the extrapolation by road length, the municipal and cantonal roads are separately 

averaged and extrapolated with the corresponding road lengths. A two-sided t-test is 

used to statistically analyze whether the amounts of litter found along cantonal and 

municipal roads significantly differ. A p-value of less than 0.05 is regarded to be 

statistically significant. The null hypothesis (H0) to be rejected reads: “There is no 

difference in the amount of roadside litter along cantonal and municipal roads” 

The extrapolation by traffic assumes, that the litter directly depends on the number 

of cars passing by. Hence, the relation between the traffic volume (AADT52,53) and the 

litter found during the pickup experiment is analyzed. Besides creating regression plots, 

the coefficient of determination R2 is calculated, which indicates the linear dependency 

of the different litter categories found on the car frequency. Again, the corresponding 

p-values are calculated. Furthermore, the difference between roads with and without 

pedestrians is analyzed.  

The assumption, that wind drifts due to stormy events are regularly distributed during 

the year is analyzed in the next chapter.  

2.4 Transport Experiments 

2.4.1 Litter Exposition Experiment 

The aim of this field experiment is to investigate how often and how far litter is 

transported away from a point of release. In total, seven spots in three different 

environments and eight different types of objects are observed during 6 periods of 

roughly one week.   

At the start of every period, the following object types are littered in the centers of 

the chosen sites: 

Table 4: Materials and types of objects littered during the field experiment. 

Material Types of Objects Littered 

Paper Mc Donalds Paper Bag, Mc Donalds Cup, bakery paper bags, cigarette butt 

Plastic Small plastic pieces, food packaging, plastic bags, PET bottle, HDPE bottle 

Aluminum 5dl aluminum can 

Glass 3dl glass bottle 
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Figure 10: Different categories of typical litter objects are prepared and marked to expose in fields or forests. 

After one week, in a radius of 30 meter around the points of release, the objects are 

searched and the distances, as well as the angles from the origin are registered. Every 

week, all objects are put back to the point of release and lost objects are replaced. The 

experiment setting and a picture taken during the measurement are shown in the figure 

below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Fate experiment; every week the angle and distance of the littered object are measured related to the 
point of release. Duration: 6 weeks; the picture of Field 2.1 in week 2. 

The highest amount of roadside littering occurs close to settlements where the 

predominant natural surroundings are forests and agricultural fields. Therefore, three 

fallow fields, two grass fields and two mixed forest sections are chosen as test sites for 

the experiment. They all lie in the municipality of Koeniz in the canton of Bern. The 

sites are difficult to access, so strollers will not pick up the litter and influence the 

experiment. More detailed information about experiment settings, the vegetation 

densities, coordinates, and aerial pictures of the chosen sites can be found in appendix 

7.1.3. 

It is analyzed which types of objects on which type of underground are transported 

away the most. The wind is assumed to be the main driver of litter transport. To verify 
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this hypothesis, it is analyzed if the number of littered objects transported away over 

one week correlates with the wind speeds and direction during this week. The wind 

data analyzed is measured at the station of MeteoSuisse ‘Bern-Bollwerk’. The 

maximum hourly mean of every day is analyzed during this period as well as its 

direction.  

2.4.2 Critical Wind Speeds 

This experiment aims at determining the theoretical critical wind speeds of different 

objects on different undergrounds. In this study, the critical wind speed is defined as 

the speed at which a litter object starts to move. It is measured 15cm above ground 

with an anemometer and it depends on the weight, shape of the object and its 

orientation to the wind.  

Since the roughness of the ground has a strong influence and litter objects are highly 

heterogeneous in form and weight, an isolated experiment in the wind tunnel was not 

performed. Instead, a field experiment with many repetitions on natural undergrounds 

is carried out. A leaf blower is used to generate wind and the wind speeds are measured 

with a simple anemometer (model: Eurochron EC-MR330 Anemometer) as shown in 

the picture below. The litter object is exposed to the generated wind and the critical 

wind speed is measured.  

The following categories of litter objects are analyzed: aluminum cans, drinking bottles 

(PET, HDPE), glass bottles, plastic packaging, plastic bags, dry and wet paper bags. 

To account for the intra-categorical heterogeneity, different kinds of objects are used 

for every category. The experiment is carried out on the following undergrounds: road, 

fallow field, and a grass field.  

 

Figure 12: Anemometer and leaf blower used to determine critical wind speeds. 
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2.4.3 Meteorological Wind Data Analysis 

Wind data from 2001-2019, measured at the station Bern-Bollwerk by MeteoSuisse is 

analyzed. An averaged exceedance curve of wind speeds is created, indicating how 

many days per year certain wind speeds are exceeded. In addition, it is analyzed 

whether stormy days (>7m/s) are regularly distributed over the years.  

The wind measurement takes place in 10 meters height. However, for litter transport, 

the wind speed at ground level is important. The logarithmic wind profile is used to 

adjust the meteodata. It considers the slowing down of the wind by obstacles or other 

surface roughness56. It is valid up to around 60 m above the ground and usually used 

for wind energy applications56. The logarithmic decrease of wind speeds depends on the 

underlying surface roughness as indicated in table below. The wind speed vmeteo is 

corrected to 15 cm above ground according to the following formula, zo being the 

surface roughness: 

 

 

The results of the two previously described experiments (2.4.1 & 2.4.2) and their 

resulting wind speeds at which litter objects were blown away are compared to each 

other. For all values, the expected number of annual exceedances is determined. This 

is used as input to the modeling of the sweeping efficiencies of different object types 

on different undergrounds. 

Table 5: Surface roughness used for log-correcting the wind speed measured at 10 meters height to 15cm above 
ground. Source: World Meteorological Organization57 

Undergrounds Street 
fellow 
field 

Low 
Crops 

High 
Crops 

Forest 

Surface roughness length (zo) 0.005 0.03 0.1 0.25 0.4 
 

2.5 Littering during Recreational Activities  

Besides roads, littering during recreational activities is regarded as the main emission 

source of litter into the environment. This field is much broader, and the responsibility 

for cleaning litter is diffuse since the public hand is often not responsible. There is little 

existing knowledge or research about this part. Therefore, the focus is set on creating 

an overview of existing knowledge and activities of different actors working in this 

field.  
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2.5.1 Strollers Experiment 

This experiment is designed to find out how many strollers pick up waste when passing 

by. Along a frequently visited recreational trail, litter objects are deliberately littered 

onto the ground. The number of strollers passing by is noted and the number of people 

picking up litter is counted. From there, a non-public sweeping efficiency can be 

estimated.  

This experiment was combined with interviewing the passing strollers. The entire 

survey, the table of generated variables as well as details on the location are appended 

in appendix 7.1.4 . The picture below shows the chosen path and litter situation. In 

total, 10 larger litter objects were deliberately littered on the ground. The total 

distance of the ‘polluted’ path was 50 meters. 

The goal is to find out in what way people are emotionally affected by the present 

littering situation and what they state to personally do against it. Furthermore, it can 

be seen how often people think to lose objects accidentally.  

Also, a level of disturbance is registered, which can be served as a weighting factor to 

calculate an aesthetic disturbance index. To statistically analyze and identify trends 

and differences among people, different explanatory variables describing the 

surrounding environment, age or gender are also registered.  

 

Figure 13: Experiment set-up: litter put on the ground along the River Aare close to Bern. Strollers passing by 
are observed and interviewed 

2.5.2 Information Review 

A literature review is conducted and experts are interviewed in the field of littering. A 

special focus is set on the littering issue in the mountains and inside forests.  
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3 Results 

3.1 Roadside Litter 

3.1.1 Roadside Pickups 

From the amounts collected along the roadsides, an initial daily litter emission is 

calculated applying the model of sweeping efficiencies (see 2.3.2). The figure below 

shows the resulting daily masses of objects that are littered on 100 meters of the 

cleaned roads. The crosses indicate the median value, which will be used for 

extrapolation to Switzerland. The coefficient of variation (CV) indicates how dispersed 

the found values are around its mean in relative terms. The samples for aluminum 

cans, PET bottles, and Rest fraction show a CV of about 45%. The found glass bottles 

are stronger dispersed with a CV of 76%. In total, 17.7 grams of waste are littered on 

100meter.  

The raw results where the found values are simply divided by litter by the number of 

weeks of non-cleaning can be found in appendix 7.2.1. The values of the Austrian study 

are also presented in this graph. For most litter categories, their value lies below the 

median of the results. However, they found a higher mass of plastic pieces, than could 

be found on any road during this experiment.    

 

Figure 14: Results of the picked up litter along both sides of different roads (differently colored points). The results 
represent the calculated daily litter emission, which depends on the time since the last cleaning and the bordering 
vegetation; cross: median value 
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Roadside litter composition 

The composition of the emitted roadside litter based on medians is depicted in the 

figure below. All fractions except the Rest fraction could be measured with high 

accuracy. Nevertheless, the Rest fraction, mainly consisting of paper, cardboard and 

organic materials, forms 55% of the total mass and 47% of the total number of litter 

objects. Whereas plastic pieces are a dominant share in terms of numbers, they make 

only about one quarter in terms of masses due to their low specific weight per piece. 

The opposite accounts for glass bottles, whose little number (2%) makes 15% of the 

overall litter weight. In total, 14% of all litter pieces are drinking containers.   

 

Figure 15: Composition of the litter emitted along roadsides; left: in terms of mass; right: in terms of numbers. 
Cigarette butts are not considered in this study, which would be e a major share in terms of numbers. 

3.1.2 Sweeping Efficiency 

Outside the agglomeration of Koeniz, where a lot of litter occurs, the workforce picks 

up litter every month44. However, in more rural regions of the municipality, where 

much less litter occurs, the workers do not go on special pickup tours but collect litter 

on-the-go during other works along the roads44. On cantonal roads, according to the 

Tiefbauamt Bern, litter is picked up three to four times per year including picking up 

during mowing or mulching the grass along roadsides45.  

Pickup Efficiency 

From interviewing and observing the cleaning workers during the pickups, it results 

that the biggest share of large objects is being collected. The workers do generously 

take all objects visible 2-3 meters on each roadside. Smaller pieces (<2cm) such as 
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cigarette butts or plastic splitters are rarely picked up, due to bad visibility and greater 

effort. Table 6 shows the estimated pickup efficiencies and assigned uncertainties. 

Table 6: Estimated pickup-efficiency for the different object categories based on personal observations and 
interviews. 

Variable 
Alu  
cans 

PET 
bottles 

HDPE 
bottles 

Glass 
bottles 

Plastic 
pieces 

Cigarette 
packs 

Rest 

Pickup-Efficiency 
0.95 

0.05 

0.95 

0.05 

0.95 

0.05 

0.95 

0.05 

0.7 

0.1 

0.95 

0.05 

0.85 

0.1 

 

Losses between two pickups along agricultural fields 

The modeled share of litter that remains on the roads and is not blown away in the 

interval between two pickups are depicted below. The higher the pickup frequency and 

the lower the annual number of wind drifts, the less litter is lost to the environment.  

 

Figure 16: Fraction of litter objects that remain on the roads between two pickups and is not blown away, 
depending on the total number of annual wind drifts and the number of annual pickups.  

The overall sweeping efficiency is calculated by multiplying the pickup-efficiency with 

the shares shown in Figure 16. For example, a PET bottle emitted on a cantonal road 

along an agricultural field is assumed to be blown away around 5 times a year and 

workers do pick up litter 6 times a year with a pickup accuracy of 95%. This results 

in an overall sweeping efficiency of 95%*68%=65%. 
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Farmers Pickup Efficiency 

All (n=12) interviewed farmers are disturbed by litter along their fields. Aluminum 

cans and glass bottles are perceived as the most disturbing. While some farmers admit 

to only pick up bottles and larger objects, others claim to also pick up small pieces of 

plastics. The estimated farmer pickup efficiencies are 40-60% for aluminum cans, 

cigarette packs, glass bottles and plastic. For plastic pieces, cigarette packs and the 

Rest fractions the efficiency is 0-20%.49 

Overall Sweeping Efficiency 

From the results of the extrapolation (see 3.1.4), the overall sweeping efficiency is 

calculated and presented in the table below. These numbers account for losses to the 

different environmental compartments by wind and the picking up of litter by road 

workers and farmers.  

Table 7: Sweeping Efficiency of roadside litter in Switzerland for the different litter categories, accounting for loss 
due to wind drifts and the pickup by the road staff and farmers.   

Litter category 
Alu 
Cans 

Cigarette 
Packs 

Glass 
bottles 

PE 
bottles 

PET 
bottles 

Plastic 
pieces Rest 

Sweeping Efficiency 90% 90% 95% 90% 90% 58% 68% 

 

3.1.3 Bordering Environment 

The GIS analysis of the bordering land cover types along cantonal roads in Bern reveals 

the shares presented in Figure 17. Land used for agricultural purposes makes almost 

half of the bordering environments to roads. When comparing the results to the total 

land cover in Switzerland16, it results that the artificial area bordering cantonal roads 

is larger than its overall share in Switzerland. Only 0.1% of roads border a wetland or 

water body, whereas almost a third of the Swiss surface is covered with them. 

 

Figure 17: top: shares of land cover along the cantonal roads of Bern (geodata: KSVD52); bottom: overall land 
cover in Switzerland; both based on CORINE land cover classes51. 
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3.1.4 Extrapolation to Switzerland 

 

Figure 18: Roadside litter emission to the different environmental compartments and losses to the environment. There is an indicated error of 40% to all presented numbers.

Swiss Roadside Litter Flow (t/a) 

Calculated uncertainty: 40% 
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The extrapolation approach by traffic yields on average a 35% higher initial amount 

of litter emission than extrapolating with road lengths. Averaging both values, a total 

of 43561742 tons of litter are emitted along Swiss roads (highways, cantonal & 

municipal roads). Figure 18 shows the roadside litter flow throughout Switzerland. The 

largest share of roadside litter ends up in agricultural fields. As those fields are mostly 

flat, the wind might carry away the litter. The removal of litter by the road workers 

is hence less effective than along wooded and artificial areas. A certain share of litter 

lost to agricultural fields is being picked up by farmers. Overall 1111444 t/a of litter 

is lost to the environment of which 780312t/a belong to the fraction Rest, which 

consists mainly of paper, cardboard and organics. In total, 252100t/a of plastics are 

lost to the environment. The table below shows the roadside litter emission and its 

losses to the environment in terms of numbers per Swiss capita. Considering that only 

27% of the Swiss population is smoking59, 3.7 cigarette packs are littered per smoker 

and year. 

Table 8: Results from the extrapolation to Switzerland in terms of [pieces/cap/a]: roadside litter emission and the 
number of items lost to nature. 

[pieces/cap/a] Alu cans 
Cigarette 

packs 

Glass 

bottles 

PE 

bottles 

PET 

bottles 

Plastic 

pieces 
Rest Total 

Total Annual 

Litter Emission 
3.1 1.0 0.4 0.2 1.6 15.2 18.3 40 

Lost to Nature 0.31 0.10 0.02 0.002 0.16 6.4 5.5 12 

 

3.1.5 Model Testing 

Model Verification 

Applying the mathematical model improves the data consistency. Dividing the 

calculated daily emissions for each road based on the first pickup divided by the one 

based on the second pickup yields an average ratio over all road and categories of 1.37. 

Without the model, the same ratio yields 2.35. With perfect accuracy, the data would 

yield 1. The ratios with and without the model for all litter categories can be found in 

Table 16 in the appendix 7.2.2. 

Sensitivity Analysis  

The table below shows the resulting losses to the environment if the annual wind drifts 

are assumed to be higher (e.g. for 6 or 12 wind drifts instead of 4). In the highest 

scenario, the total amount of plastics lost to nature is with 329t/a 30% higher than 

the original result. However, this lies within the 40% error indicated for the results.  
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Table 9: Parameter variation of the assumed number of annual wind drifts per Object. For every assumption, the 
corresponding losses to nature are calculated. 

 Object types Alu 
Cigarette 
pack 

Glass PE PET 
Plastic 
Pieces 

Rest 
Total 
Plastic 

Annual wind drifts 4 4 1 4 4 12 6   

Losses to Nature (t/a) 39 6 34 4 37 211 721 252 

Overall Removal 0.9 0.90 0.94 0.90 0.90 0.58 0.70   

Annual wind drifts 6 6 2 6 6 24 12   

Losses to Nature (t/a) 48 7 44 4 45 240 866 290 

Overall Removal 0.88 0.88 0.93 0.88 0.87 0.52 0.64   

Annual wind drifts 12 12 4 12 12 52 52   

Losses to Nature (t/a) 65 10 44 6 61 262 1096 329 

Overall Removal 0.83 0.84 0.93 0.83 0.83 0.48 0.55   

 

 

Seasonal Variation 

Even though in winter (September to February) 40% less litter is emitted onto the 

roads than during summer, almost twice as much litter is lost to the environment 

during winter. The original model assuming a regular distribution of stormy events 

during the year overestimates the amount of litter lost to the environment with 25% 

compared to separately analyzing winter and summer. Details and results are found in 

the table below. 

Table 10: Analyzing whether the overall model as used in the extrapolation represents the underlying seasonal 
changes. There is more litter emitted in summer than winter (0.625 vs 0.375 of annual litter input) but there are 
more storms in winter than summer (4 vs 1 during this half-year). The resulting sweeping efficiencies and shares 
lost to the environment are then calculated.  

Model Overall model Winter  Summer 

Number of wind drifts 5 4 1 

Number of cleaning 6 3 3 

Fraction not blown away  68% 56% 85% 

Share of annual litter amount  100% 37.5% 62.5% 

Fraction of total annual litter 

amount lost 
32% 16.5% 9% 

 

Error Propagation 

The Gaussian error propagation of different error sources yields 38% of the final 

relative error of roadside litter lost to the environment. When calculating the absolute 

minimum and absolute maximum using the indicated error sources above, a relative 

error of 45% results. The modeled MFA of PET and the normally distributed error 

propagation can be found in the appendix 7.2.2. The relative standard error of the 
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mean of the underlying data is 12% on average. Overall, a 40% error for all categories 

is found to be an accurate estimate.  

Assumptions Testing 

There is no significant difference between municipal and cantonal roads in any category 

since all p-values of the two-sided t-statistic are above 0.05. However, with a p-value 

of 0.08, the difference in weight of plastic pieces would be significantly higher for 

municipal roads at a significance level of 90%. All p-values and differences can be found 

in appendix 7.2.2. 

Figure 19 shows the relation between the emission of plastic pieces and aluminum cans 

and the traffic volume (AADT). The green dots present the roads with many 

pedestrians and the black squares the roads without a sidewalk. There is a tendency 

that on roads with pedestrians more litter is emitted than along roads, which have the 

same traffic volume but without a sidewalk. With a Pearson’s R of 0.43, the plastic 

pieces show the strongest linear correlation of all categories. However, none of the 

tested correlations are statistically significant. All correlation coefficients and the 

corresponding tested p-values can be found in the appendix 7.2.2. 

 

Figure 19: Correlation between the daily litter emission of plastic pieces (left) and aluminum cans (right) to the 
traffic volume on the inspected roads. The green dots are roads with pedestrians, the black squares, roads 
without.  

3.2 Transport Experiments  

3.2.1 Litter Exposition Experiment 

With a few exceptions, litter objects were blown away only on fallow fields. Inside the 

forest, a paper bag and paper cup from McDonald's moved a few meters during the 

windiest week. Similar applies to the grass fields, where a paper bag and plastic 

packaging was transported away by the wind. The table below shows how many litter 
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objects are transported away and how many pieces were exposed in total. Overall 9% 

of all litter exposed was blown away. Large and small plastic bags or packaging was 

moved the most with around 37% of all exposed objects. They are even blown away 

during weeks with lower wind peaks. None of the exposed glass bottles and cigarette 

moved. Aluminum cans and plastic bottles exposed on the fallow fields moved only in 

the windiest week.  

Table 11: Number of exposed litter objects blown away on different undergrounds. In brackets: number of objects 
multiplied by weeks exposed.  

Category Fallow field Grass field Forest Total 

Plastic bottle 4 (18) 0 (12) 0 (12) 4 (42) 

Alu can 3 (18) 0 (12) 0 (12) 3 (42) 

Glass bottle  0 (18) 0 (12) 0 (12) 0 (42) 

Large_plastic 11 (28) 1 (28) 0 (28) 12 (84) 

Small_plastic  10 (28) 0 (28) 0 (28) 10 (84) 

Paper_bag 7 (18) 1 (12) 1 (12) 9 (42) 

Mc Donalds bag 3 (10) 1 (10) 1 (10) 5 (30) 

Cigarette butt 0 (18) 0 (12) 0 (12) 0 (42) 

 

Figure 20 shows the total number of objects blown away in every period depicted in 

green boxes. During the windiest week, in which the measured wind speed reached 7.9 

m/s, all objects on fallow fields except glass bottles and cigarette butts moved. Most 

of the plastic pieces and paper bags were transported further than 30 meters and could 

not be localized anymore.  

 

Figure 20: Maximum hourly windspeed per day during exposition of littered objects to wind. The green boxes 
represent the total number of objects blown away during the corresponding period. 
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Two fallow fields were cleaned by an unknown person, even though the litter was lying 

in the middle of a field. The same happened in a forest where the litter was exposed 

off 2 meters from the road. Furthermore, a shepherd removed the objects lying on a 

grass field.  

Figure 21 shows the angle of the windiest day in every period and the mean angle of 

transported litter over the same period. With an R-square value of 0.96, these values 

show a high linear correlation. The dotted line depicts a perfect correlation.  

 

Figure 21: Mean angle of litter transported away plotted against the mean wind direction of the windiest day 
during the 5 periods where litter was blown away. 

3.2.2 Critical Wind Speeds 

Figure 22 shows the averaged critical wind speeds per object category. The error bars 

represent the standard error of the mean. Much higher wind speeds are necessary to 

move the same objects on high grass compared to a clear surface. On all undergrounds, 

aluminum cans, plastic bottles and wet paper bags are the hardest to move. 
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Figure 22: Critical windspeeds (15cm above ground) measured for several object types on three different 
undergrounds. Error bars represent the standard error of mean. 

3.2.3 Meteorological Wind Analysis 

Figure 23 shows the exceedance curve and stormy days of the last 19 years at Bern-

Bollwerk. 

 

Figure 23: Annual daily wind speed exceedance curve indicating how many days a year, certain wind speeds are 
exceeded. Wind data measured 10m above ground at Bern-Bollwerk is averaged over 19years (2001-2019).  
Data was provided by Meteosuisse. 

While during 300 days in the year 2 m/s is exceeded, only 5 days per year the wind 

blows stronger than 7.5 m/s. Figure 46 in the appendix 7.2.3. shows all days with 
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maximum hourly wind speeds larger than 7m/s. More stormy days occur during winter 

half-year than during summer.   

Table 19 in the appendix 7.2.3. shows the annual values for wind measurements and 

the number of exceedances. There is a large difference between the two experiments 

conducted and values are hard to compare.  The following is deduced: 

- On the roads, even when log-correcting the wind data, every day, aluminum 

cans, PET bottles, as well as paper and plastics are transported away.  

- On fallow fields, aluminum cans and PET bottles are transported 5 days per 

year (or 0-37 according to critical wind speeds). Dry paper and plastic bags, 

however, are transported away at least every second day. 

- On highly grown grass fields, aluminum and PET bottles are not being blown 

away. Plastic and paper bags are transported away 5 times a year.  

- Glass bottles and cigarette butts are never blown away. 

3.3 Littering during Recreational Activities 

3.3.1 Strollers Experiment 

Out of 63 strollers observed, 3 persons picked up litter. All of them even collected more 

than one object when passing by. In this case, 4% of all people picked up litter.  

The 33 strollers questioned stated… 

… to be strongly disturbed by the presented litter situation (4.42 out of 5). 

… to be medium aware or concerned about the microplastic issue to which the 

littered plastic objects contribute (3.36 out of 5). 

… to lose an object much less than every 10th time they are outside. 

One-third of the questioned people indicated to seldom pick up trash; one third to pick 

up trash on a regular basis during their walks. The remaining third does not pick up 

litter.   

3.3.2 Littering in the Mountains 

The ‘Manual for Clean Mountains60’ published by the Austrian mountain society 

describes in detail the complex issue about littering in alpine regions and comes up 

with a set of mitigation strategies. A national-wide stakeholder group was integrated 

into the process and different quantitative and qualitative approaches were applied to 

inform about littering in rural and alpine regions, to raise awareness and provide 
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mitigation strategies. The project identifies littering hotspots to be at starting points 

of tours such as parking areas or mountain huts, and on summits or other frequently 

visited vantage points. The questioned people indicate the aesthetic aspect of littering 

to be the most pertinent. However, extreme climatic conditions prolong the 

decomposition time of waste and its harmful effect on nature and wildlife remains 

longer in mountainous regions. The project concludes that today, outdoor people have 

a pronounced outdoor awareness and that the overall litter situation along hiking paths 

has improved a lot in the last years.61  

In Switzerland, the Swiss Alpine Club launched the project #cleanmountains that 

targets the removal of old wild landfills near huts and provides blue bags for waste 

collection to hikers as sensibilization measure62. Additionally, the SAC informs in 

various documents about the topic of littering and how to move in nature-friendly 

ways in the mountains. However, they do not have any data about the amount of 

littering occurring in the Swiss mountains and most hiking paths are not being cleaned 

from litter63.  

A special focus must be put on winter tourism. In Switzerland, over 20 million skiing 

days are registered64. This large crowd exerts considerable littering stress on the 

environment. Moreover, skiers are assumed to be less environmentally conscious than 

other outdoor people65.  

The Swiss NGO, Summit Foundation, pursues exactly this focus and supports ski 

resorts with awareness-raising measures and the organization of pickup actions at the 

end of the season. In 2019, a first Clean-up Tour was organized with 19 clean up 

actions at 11 stations. The waste collected at each station was weighted and registered 

in an online accessible database29. However, the registered masses depend heavily on 

the number of cleaning persons, on the area covered and whether large items such as 

skiing slope marking poles are included. The action is targeting social media and is not 

yet suited for a scientific assessment. The Summit Foundation states that quantifying 

litter emissions is extremely difficult and highlights the importance to distinguish 

between littered objects, lost objects, and material from the skiing station65.  

Mountain Riders is a similar NGO operating in the French alps, that besides 

sensibilization and moralization campaigns also organizes litter clean-ups at skiing 

stations66. They report an improvement in the littering situation in the visited French 

skiing resorts. The total mass of litter collected by a volunteer during one day has 

decreased from 9.1 kg in 2014 to 5.5 in 201730. A similar improvement trend is also 

reported by Swiss skiing stations67,68.  
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The Swiss Teleferic Association states that littering is a central issue for the mountain 

railway companies and that during the season they make great efforts to dispose of 

waste left behind, especially around the stations, on the slopes and under the transport 

facilities. Often sensibilization posters, which inform on how to correctly dispose of 

trash and ashtrays are set up at the stations. Most of their members carry out large 

clean-up and waste collection campaigns at the end of the season, in some cases in 

cooperation with associations, volunteers or specialized organizations. However, the 

legal responsibility lies with the person who unlawfully disposed of the waste. Detailed 

provisions on penalties and fines are regulated differently in cantons and 

municipalities.69 

3.3.3 Littering in the Forests 

Littering in forests is a current topic and especially forests close to settlements are 

strongly affected. Crump et al. (1997) analyzed the effects of present litter on littering 

behavior in a forest environment. They showed that people tend to litter more, at a 

place where litter is already lying around. This is called ‘broken-window effect’.10 No 

study, however, is found that directly analyzes the amount of litter discarded in forest 

environments nor analyzing the transport and degradation of it.  

In Switzerland, usually, municipalities are legally responsible for cleaning the forest 

paths. In many communities, however, only the larger forest paths that are accessible 

by the cleaning vehicle, are cleaned and, if available, the rubbish bins emptied. Usually, 

there is no tidying up next to the paths or in the bushes70. From a legal perspective, 

the polluter is responsible or guilty for the waste left behind. In most cases, however, 

this person cannot be identified and the canton is responsible to remove the litter (USG 

Art 31b.71).  

Marco Agostini, an expert in forest littering, undertakes forest cleanings and pickups 

for years. He keeps records of the pollution levels in different forest sections in the 

region of Grellingen, Basel72. He identifies littering hotspots at fireplaces, benches and 

other places where people linger. Weekend guests celebrating during the evenings are 

suspected to be the main source of litter emissions. Litter is blown away from overfilled 

waste bins and once in the bushes, nobody will pick it up again. In addition to direct 

littering, the illegal disposal of waste at the entrance to the forest, or at parking lots, 

is a recurring issue. 
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Figure 24: Left: disposal of illegal waste at the entrance of a forest in Oberwangen, Bern; right: overfilled waste 
bin in Grellingen, Basel.  

School classes and associations are known to undertake forest cleaning actions. There 

are various cleaning activities, also within the framework of the International Clean-

Up Day, organized by IGSU20. However, there are no large-scale awareness campaigns 

in forests nor do meaningful numbers exist indicating the amount of littering collected 

in forests.  
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4 Discussion 

4.1 Roadside Litter 

4.1.1 Roadside Pickups 

Considering the dependency of littering on many different factors as outlined in the 

State-of-the-Art 1.4.1, the found litter along the roads shows a surprising uniformity 

with variance coefficients between 45% and 76%. Moreover, a completely independent 

study in 2012, in which litter was picked up along an Austrian main road, found similar 

results27. The fact that the median value of the present project is higher in all categories 

except plastic pieces could be because the road examined in the Austrian study lies in 

a more rural area with a lower population density. The Austrian study found higher 

weights of plastic pieces. An explanation is, that large and heavy pieces such as wheel 

hubs are considered in the Austrian study but not in this project. Furthermore, it is 

not transparent how the plastic pieces were sorted and weighted. As they were not 

counted, it is difficult to compare this specific fraction.  

The accuracy of collection, sorting, and weighting differs among the categories. Glass, 

HDPE and PET bottles as well as aluminum cans and cigarette packs are highly visible 

and are hence precisely collected, sorted and counted. By multiplying the counts with 

the net dry material weight per piece, one gets a highly accurate result. On the other 

hand, the sorting and counting of the heterogeneous fraction ‘plastic pieces’ are 

difficult. Large plastic packaging disintegrates into countless pieces. Moreover, dirt and 

other materials stick to the pieces and falsify the weighted mass. Even though a 

correction factor for dirt and material collected during rainy weather condition is 

applied, the results remain less precise than for the other categories. The same applies 

to the fraction Rest, which is even more heterogeneous. A whole newspaper weighs a 

multiple of a small shopping receipt and still counts as one object. 

Comparing the found composition to the study ‘Littering kostet’ published by the 

FOEN19, a higher share of plastic pieces is found along roadsides than inside the 

residential areas. On the other hand, inside the cities, more takeaway products and 

newspapers are littered. The FOEN study finds that 12% of all pieces are drinking 

containers. With 14%, the result of this project is in the same range. However, they 

found equal shares of aluminum cans and PET bottles, whereas, in this project, twice 

as many aluminum cans as PET bottles were found.  

Most of the cans found are low-budget beers or energy drinks. Similarly, a remarkable 

number of cigarette packs were found. A major drawback of this project is, that 
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cigarette butts are not collected and analyzed. Not collecting them represents the 

practices of road workers. A very low sweeping efficiency is the result. However, in 

terms of numbers, they are likely to form the dominant share of litter objects which 

are lost to the environment.  

4.1.2 Sweeping Efficiency 

The results of this project are novel, because for the first time, a more detailed analysis 

is undertaken, and different sweeping efficiencies are calculated for different categories. 

The resulting sweeping efficiencies from the extrapolations vary between 58% for 

plastic pieces and 95% for glass bottles. Most glass bottles are swept as they usually 

rest on the spot of release. Plastic pieces, on the other side, are likely to be transported 

away by wind and small splitters are not picked up with the same rigor as larger 

objects. A comparably small pickup efficiency is the consequence. 

The applied model considers the dominant factors such as the sweeping accuracy, the 

cleaning intervals and the probability of an object to be transported away by wind 

depending on the object type and its underlying vegetation. The focus of this project 

was the area outside cities and villages, where the model mainly applies and covers the 

main aspects. To analyze the littering inside cities in more detail, additional factors 

need to be considered, which are not treated in this project. For example, a certain 

share of litter is flushed into combined sewerage systems. During periods of heavy 

rainfall, the combined sewers overflow and water with litter is directly discharged into 

the next lakes or rivers. According to Kawecki et al.15, 1% of the litter inside the 

residential area flows to stormwater. Another aspect not treated is the share swept by 

the sweeping machines. Inside cities, the litter remains on the roads and a significant 

amount is taken up by the sweeping machines. On rural roads however, as the 

transport experiments showed (3.2), litter is quickly blown away on clear surfaces. 

Additionally, the cars running over the littered objects transport the objects to the 

roadsides, from where the sweeping machine cannot collect the objects.  

Along highways, much litter is emitted. However, the calculated sweeping efficiencies 

could be underestimated, as along highways, noise protection barriers or mounds often 

prevent litter from flying away.   

The presented sweeping efficiencies lie above the estimates by the UMSICHT39 study 

(50% outside residential areas and 80% inside residential areas) or from Jambeck et 

al.40 (25% losses to the environment). The assumptions made by Kawecki et al.15 (10-

90%) are also lower than the findings of this project.  
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Along agricultural fields, where objects can be lost to the environment, the model 

shows that increasing the pickup frequency enhances the sweeping efficiency. The 

marginal benefit is larger among the low numbers of pickups. This means that 

increasing the pickup frequency from 2 to 3 times a year enhances the sweeping 

efficiency more than picking up litter 11 instead of 10 times a year.    

4.1.3 Bordering Environments 

The largest share of land covers bordering roads is agricultural fields, which are also 

the predominant type of landcover in Switzerland. Only 0.1% of Swiss roads directly 

border a wetland or a waterbody, which make 27% of the Swiss surface. Even though 

many roads follow lakes or rivers, there is always a small vegetated part between road 

and water. Therefore, the GIS analysis yields a small number. Moreover, almost no 

roads cross rivers or lakes. The share of residential areas along the cantonal roadsides 

is 15% higher than it is all over Switzerland. This is explained by the fact that roads 

are connecting lines and settlements are likely to be built along such lines.  

The precision of the underlying CORINE land cover classes and dataset provided by 

the canton of Bern is regarded to be sufficient for this purpose.  

Unfortunately, no geodata of all municipal roads in Bern or Switzerland was available. 

Repeating the same analysis with extended data improves the present results. At this 

point, it is difficult to know whether some types of environments are over- or 

underestimated. Presumably, the artificial area is underestimated, since cantonal roads 

often go directly through cities or villages. Inside the cities, there is a dense network 

of small and medium-sized communal roads. However, inside cities, only a few objects 

are lost to the environment and a possible underestimation of this share does not have 

a strong influence on the final results.   

4.1.4 Extrapolation to Switzerland 

Even though in general, the traffic volume and the length of the Swiss road net 

correlate, the two extrapolation approaches are independently developed and base on 

other assumptions. The fact that the two approaches yield similar results (37% 

deviation) is positive and underlines the accuracy of the results. The resulting overall 

sweeping efficiencies show, that a large share (90%) of the emitted larger objects is 

removed. For glass bottles, this number is even higher. Consequently, the litter ending 

up in the environment are mainly plastic pieces (211 t/a) or part of the Rest fraction 

(780 t/a). In total 252100 tons of plastic are emitted every year. This shows that 

22.6% of all litter emitted along roads end up in the environment.  
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The calculated plastic emissions are 13 times lower than the numbers found by 

Kawecki et al.15 (30001100 t/a), who used a top-down approach. The major difference 

comes from the higher sweeping efficiency applied in the present project. However, also 

the initial plastic litter emission along roads differ (894358 t/a compared to 

47001300 t/a found by Kawecki et al.1). It is assumed that 17% of all plastic products 

consumed in a car are littered. The underlying study is analyzing the littering behavior 

of people living in urban or rural areas and took place in the USA in 200915. Directly 

adapting this study to Switzerland is a strong assumption and might not realistically 

represent the Swiss littering behavior.   

Similarly, also the UMSICHT39 study in Germany found a 14 times greater mass of 

plastics ending up in the environment than was found in this project. Again, the 

sweeping efficiency used in the UMSICHT study is lower. Furthermore, there might 

be differences in the littering behavior and the cleaning frequencies between 

Switzerland and Germany. Since they do not provide additional information on how 

they calculate the presented results, the findings are difficult to compare.  

Per Swiss capita and year, 1.8 plastic bottles and 15.2 pieces of plastic are littered 

along roads. This does not include the number of objects littered on streets inside the 

cities. These numbers seem more reasonable than the tenfold amount or even more.  

The UMTEC calculates that 929 tons of PET bottles are littered in Switzerland per 

year73. With a removal efficiency of 90%, 93 t/a are lost to the environment in total. 

Compared to this result, the 37 tons of PET littered along roadsides are reasonable. 

Using these values, 40% of all PET bottles lost to the environment were emitted along 

roadsides. For aluminum containers, the UMTEC finds that 24 t/a end up in the 

environment which lies within the 3923 t/a found in this study. The fact that more 

aluminum cans were found along the inspected roadsides, however, show that the 

numbers calculated by UMTEC probably underestimate the litter emissions of 

aluminum cans.  

As section 4.1.5. outlines, the extrapolation model yields plausible and coherent results. 

However, the 8 roads inspected are not diverse and only represent the littering behavior 

along highly frequented roads just outside a large city. Regional differences are not 

considered in this model and would need additional pickups along roads in other parts 

of Switzerland. Even though a positive linear correlation between traffic and litter 

pollution is proven for the present data, they do not include barely frequented roads 

or highways. It is questionable if the present data can be extrapolated to highways. As 

30% of the vehicle*kilometers are driven on highways54 this is an important point to 

clarify. If along highways, the littering rate is lower or the sweeping efficiency is higher 
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due to noise barriers and mounds, the present results overestimate the litter losses to 

the environment. On the other hand, e.g. windy conditions at littering hotspots such 

as resting areas for car and truck drivers on a mountain pass generates more litter 

losses than modeled. At this point, it is difficult to suggest an under- or overestimation 

of the present results.  

4.1.5 Model Testing 

Model Verification 

The model created accounts for the litter blown away and hence improves the data 

accuracy. Nevertheless, even with the model, the calculated daily litter emissions based 

on the litter picked up after three weeks of cleaning is still 34% larger than the one 

after nine weeks. This has two possible explanations besides a natural fluctuation of 

the litter emission. Either more litter is blown away than the model estimates, or 

private persons are picking up litter in-between the public cleanings and improve the 

overall removal rate.  

Sensitivity Analysis and Seasonal Variations 

Even when tripling the assumed number of annual wind drifts, the resulting amount 

of litter lost into nature rests within the indicated error range. The model is hence not 

extremely sensitive to the assumption about the number of annual wind drifts. A 

reason is that litter is assumed to be blown away only from roads along agricultural 

fields. 

It is contra-intuitive that during winter more litter is lost to the environment than in 

summer. However, this is explained by the fact, that during fall and winter seasons 

more and heavier storms occur74 and the vegetation is lower. During summer very few 

objects are blown away. As a consequence, the applied annual model overestimates the 

losses to the environment.  

Error Propagation 

There are various uncertainties when extrapolating from local conditions to 

Switzerland. Assuming a Gaussian error propagation, they sum up in roughly 40% 

relative error.  

What is not included in that calculation is the underlying sorting error during the 

roadside pickups. As discussed in 4.1.1, most fractions could be measured accurately. 

The fraction Rest, however, is extremely heterogeneous and an additional error could 

be assigned to this fraction. An additional error that accounts for a possible low or 

insufficient representativeness of the cleaned roads, could not be evaluated.   
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Assumption Testing 

There is a positive linear correlation between the emitted litter and the traffic volume 

of a road. This is necessary to verify the extrapolation by traffic. As could be seen in 

Figure 19, roads with pedestrians tend to have higher litter emissions, which is not 

considered in the model. For this reason, the litter emissions on little frequented roads 

are likely to be underestimated. On the other hand, extremely frequented roads such 

as highways are likely to be less polluted than the model would suggest. All in all, data 

on more diverse roads are needed to verify the linear correlation between traffic and 

litter pollution.  

That none of the correlations are statistically significant is because 16 samples of 8 

different roads are too few to derive statistically significant statements. Furthermore, 

on the same road (same AADT), there are two different measurements. This decreases 

the correlation coefficient and its significance.  

The inspected cantonal roads are not more polluted than the municipal ones. This is 

explained by the fact that the analyzed communal roads are also highly frequented by 

cars and there are more pedestrians walking them.  

4.2 Transport Experiments 

This is a novel field of research and there is no data available to compare findings. In 

the following, the results are compared to common expectations.  

4.2.1 Litter Exposition Experiment 

Overall the results confirm the common understanding that plastic packaging and 

paper bags are blown away the most and on a regular basis on fallow fields. The results 

show that with higher vegetation, fewer objects are blown away. The vegetation shields 

the objects from wind and holds back the objects as an obstacle. Glass bottles and 

cigarette butts were not moved during the whole experiment. This is explained by the 

increased density of glass bottles and the small size of cigarette butts.  

Surprisingly, PET and aluminum bottles did not move on grass fields, even during a 

stormy week. Also, most small and light plastic pieces did not move on grass fields and 

none of them did move inside the forest. Considering that during the summer season, 

most land and roadsides are covered with high vegetation, this is an important result.  

That half of the spots were cleaned (by a shepherd and unknown people) even though 

they had to access an agricultural field or forest is astonishing. This shows, that there 

are more people active in collecting litter than one would expect. An underestimation 

of the overall removal of litter from nature would be the consequence.  
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The experiment is conducted in flat terrain. However, many roadsides are inclined, 

which can have a significant effect. With two places per landscape type, the results are 

not representative but can help to understand the transport of litter. Moreover, only 

the present winter season is analyzed. In summer, there is higher vegetation in the 

same fields and the result may significantly differ from the present situation. 

The strong correlation between the wind direction and litter blown away together with 

the fact that most litter moved during windy weeks, confirms the assumption that 

wind is the main driver for the transportation of light litter. Animals might still play 

a considerable role in transporting larger and heavier bags filled with food. 

4.2.2 Critical Wind Speeds 

With higher and denser vegetation, the winds must be stronger o carry away litter 

objects. This understanding is confirmed by the presented results. An important 

finding is the different behavior of wet and dry paper bags. While dry paper bags are 

blown away quickly, wet bags collapse and are only blown away at comparably high 

wind speeds. This shows that litter objects are most likely to be blown away at the 

moment of littering. Once on the ground, flattened, wet and stuck in vegetation, the 

object is less likely to move.  

The critical wind speeds for all objects found on roads are low. This shows that litter 

objects emitted onto the road are quickly blown to the roadsides. This process might 

even be accelerated through passing cars that run over the litter objects. This finding 

underlines the high importance of roadworkers walking the roadsides and collecting 

litter manually, as the sweeping machine does not catch the littered objects blown to 

the roadsides.   

On the road, the critical wind speed could accurately be measured and varied little. 

On a grass field, however, the critical wind speed depends heavily on the exact location 

of an object. For example, a bottle rests longer if it is located in a grassy hollow and 

oriented in wind direction. Also, the shapes and densities of a litter object vary. For 

example, an entire and empty can is blown away more easily than a squeezed one with 

remaining liquid. Moreover, the undergrounds with small obstacles are highly 

heterogeneous. Additionally, it is unsure, whether the wind conditions generated by a 

leaf blower are representative.  

4.2.3 Meteorological Analysis 

The annual daily wind speed exceedance curve shown in Figure 23 shows that stormy 

days are rare. It can be deduced that light litter objects are often transported, whereas 

heavier objects are almost never carried away. Figure 46 confirms that there are more 
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storms during winter than summer. This is meteorologically explained74. Consequently, 

more litter is transported away in winter than during summer. 

The initial idea of deriving local wind conditions by the means of wind meteodata 

proofed to be difficult. The log-profile used to correct the wind speeds from 10 meters 

height to ground level underestimates the wind speeds at ground level. The log-wind 

profile is mostly used in wind energy applications and is not suited to model wind 

speeds close to the ground. This is difficult as local topographies and turbulences have 

a strong influence and depend on local conditions.  

However, by analyzing the meteorological wind data during the litter exposition 

experiment (4.2.1), an empirical critical wind speed can be estimated, which gives an 

indication at what wind conditions, what types of litter objects are blown away. The 

resulting 5 incidents per year for PET, aluminum cans and cigarette packs are hence 

taken as input into the modeling of the sweeping efficiencies (2.3.2). 

4.3 Littering during Recreational Activities 

Since the parts about littering in forest and mountains do only include literature 

research and interviews, these two parts are not further discussed.  

4.3.1 Strollers Experiment 

The observed 4% of people picking up litter is a remarkable amount. However, two-

third of the questioned people indicated to pick up litter occasionally and almost 

everyone indicted to be heavily disturbed by the presented litter situation. The gap 

between the people’s behavior and their point of view is considerably big. The interview 

situation, which increases the awareness of the situation is a possible explanation. 

Another reason is that people are potentially afraid of admitting ignorant behavior.  

The experiment was interrupted after one day of interviewing, because it brought no 

direct benefit to quantifying littering from recreational activities. Therefore, the 

differences among different places could not be evaluated. For example, some of the 

4% of people that picked up litter might not have acted in the same way if the location 

was more remote and no trash bins were available in proximity. Furthermore, a high 

number of interviewed people would have been needed to gain a result representative 

for Swiss strollers.  
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5 Conclusion 

Roadside Litter 

The quantification of litter emissions to nature is an extremely complex issue as it 

depends on many different social and environmental factors9. The deeper one gets into 

the problematic, the more variables emerge, which are difficult to estimate, and even 

more difficult to generalize for a whole country. The chosen bottom-up approach 

through collecting data in the field and dialogues with different actors proofed to be 

essential to cover the wide range of aspects and eventually come up with solid results. 

The main challenge encountered in this project was to gather the vast qualitative data, 

break down its complexity to a manageable system and eventually design 

representative field experiments and extrapolation methods.  

A key finding is that with 252100 t/a the final plastic emissions are 13 times lower 

than the amount calculated by a recently published study1, which applied a top-down 

modeling approach. Furthermore, most litter objects ending up in the environment are 

plastic pieces or belong to the Rest fraction. These are valuable results to the research 

community investigating the pathways of macro- and microplastic into the 

environment. As outlined in the introduction, this is an emerging field with only few 

quantitative data available.  

The modeled sweeping efficiencies are another important finding. So far, no other study 

accounted for the differences among different objects and bordering land covers nor 

calculated the shares blown away by the wind. The found values show, that for most 

littered objects along roadsides (bottles, cans, cigarette packs) a higher share (>90%) 

is picked up than assumed in existing literature1,39,75. Moreover, the findings show that 

more litter is lost during winter than summer. The theoretical sweeping efficiencies 

based on the cleanup frequencies and the derived measures to minimize the litter input 

into nature can be useful for those responsible for the public road cleanings.  

The testing and verification parts show that the conceived models yield plausible and 

coherent results. Therefore, the initial goal of quantifying littering emission along 

roadsides in Switzerland with a focus on the area outside the cities is successfully 

achieved. This project presents an approach on how to extrapolate data on litter 

pickups to Switzerland. The largest uncertainty does not lie within the model but in 

the limited data of roadside pickups. Optimally, they should be extended to refine the 

data quality and verify the present results. Furthermore, regional differences and the 

specific littering behavior along highways and inside cities need further investigations.  

At this point, it is difficult to suggest an under- or overestimation of the present results.  
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Transport Experiments 

The litter exposition experiments showed that the main driver of litter transport is 

wind. Larger objects (bottles, cans, cigarette packs) are carried away on days with 

high wind speeds, which are only exceeded a few days per year. Furthermore, the 

strong influence of the underground and vegetation is shown. The exposition 

experiment is easy to implement and proofed to be expedient. It is recommended for 

researchers to repeat and widen.  

The initial idea to deduce local wind conditions from meteodata and measure critical 

wind speeds by the means of a leaf blower turned out to not be accurate. The local 

wind conditions and turbulences vary a lot and the transport of litter by wind is 

difficult to model in theory.  

Litter from Outdoor Activities 

As the results show, littering in the outdoor area is a largely unknown field of research. 

Concrete numbers are not available, and no bottom-up studies exist. However, outdoor 

people are highly sensitized and in most outdoor environments, there is only a minor 

littering issue, which then concentrates on hotspots such as parks, vantage points and 

other places where people gather. The main litter input into nature is expected at 

skiing stations.  

This project managed to provide an overview of the activities of different actors and 

of existing knowledge. However, compared to the concrete and valuable findings for 

roadside litter, no concrete and plausible numbers could be evaluated. Because of the 

“wrong” timing for this master project, no litter pickups at skiing stations could be 

accompanied and analyzed.  

5.1 Scientific Outlook 

From the findings and gained experience, recommendations for further research in the 

field of secondary microplastics from roadside littering and outdoor activities, are 

deduced and presented below.  

As for the littering from recreational outdoor activities no data could be collected, a 

focus should be set there. Cleanup actions are taking place all over Switzerland. During 

the Cleanup Day in 2019, organized by IGSU, more than 650 parties participated and 

cleaned forest, parks, riversides or skiing areas20. This is an extraordinary achievement 

and important to clean our natural environments. Even more, it is a pity that no data 

about the collected weights or numbers exist. For every cleanup, the area cleaned 

during the pickups should be indicated and the collected litter sorted into different 
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categories (suggestion: smoking-related objects, drinking containers, plastic pieces and 

a rest fraction). The different categories are then counted and weighted. The data of 

different cleanups should be stored in a centralized and open-access database such as 

the website ‘cleanuptour.ch’ started. With data available for several years and different 

locations, the litter amount lost to the environment can be estimated.  For example, 

for skiing stations, the found litter could be extrapolated to Switzerland using the 

number of skier days per station or the slope length. This is an appeal to IGSU, Summit 

Foundation and other organizers of cleanups to participate in or supervise the data 

collection. For scientists, an option is to accompany these cleanup events and analyze 

the found litter. An advantage of this is that sorting and weighting happen in a 

consistent way.  

To verify and refine the results of roadside littering, more pickups need to be 

conducted. For example, more rural and less frequented roads should be analyzed. The 

same applies to highways, which might have distinct characteristics. By extending the 

underlying data, local influences and outliers lose importance and the extrapolation 

gains accuracy. Furthermore, additional data on different regions and during other 

seasons help to cover local and seasonal differences.  

Roadworkers of different cantons and regions should be interviewed to verify the 

assumed cleaning intervals and refine the theoretical sweeping efficiencies. 

Furthermore, if the same roads are cleaned with different intervals of time, the 

calculated sweeping efficiencies can be verified.  

The transport away from roadsides or the location of release is treated in this project, 

but not the long-term transportation in the environment. Tracking different litter 

objects over a longer timespan could reveal how far litter objects move and where they 

eventually end up. Is more litter penetrating the soil or does a larger share end up in 

water bodies? Furthermore, the degradation of typical litter objects such as PET 

bottles or plastic food packaging needs to be analyzed to simulate how much 

microplastic ends up in the environment through littering. Afterward, the 

accumulation of microplastics can be modeled.  

Analyzing and modeling plastic concentrations in the environment is crucial for 

monitoring anthropogenic material input into nature.  However, the impact of macro- 

and microplastics on the environment and humans still needs further investigation.  

Last but not least, different mitigation strategies should be tested and evaluated. A 

shift from a plastic-based and one-way consumption society to a more circular system 

using alternative materials could alleviate the plastic pollution in the environment, 

hence needs research and innovation.  
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5.2 Suggested Measures 

There is a large variety of mitigation strategies presented in the ‘Littering Handbuch9’ 

and many sensibilization campaigns are run. It goes without saying that the littering 

issue should be tackled at its source. However, some additional measures that are 

directly deduced from the findings of this project are presented below.  

Plant Hedges alongside Roads 

As concluding from the transport experiments, vegetation often prevents litter from 

being blown away. Planting hedges along roadsides helps to strengthen this barrier. 

There even is a positive side-effect for biodiversity. On the other hand, people might 

through bottles over the hedge, where it is less accessible by roadworkers.  

Focus on hotspots 

The litter emissions are often concentrated on hotspots such as parking lots for truck 

drivers, entries to forest, fireplaces or vantage points. Providing trash bins at those 

locations is one way to mitigate people from littering. Sensibilization or prohibition 

posters at those places are another option.  

Adjusted Roadside Cleanings 

Most litter is blown away during stormy events. Should the road cleanings be adjusted 

to wind forecasts and the roads be cleaned before heavy storms, much less litter is 

blown into the environment with the same effort for the road workers or municipality.  

This is, however, not valid for the aesthetic issue litter causes when lying along 

roadsides. As could be seen in 3.1.5, more litter is lost during winter than summer. 

Considering that, road cleanings should be intensified in winter.  
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7 Appendix 

7.1 Methods 

7.1.1 Roadside Details 

Communal Roads 

The municipality of Koeniz offered me to accompany its workforce to pick up litter 

along roadsides. I accompanied two roadmen to pick up litter along different roads. 

They walk along both roadsides and collect all visible litter objects by the means of 

litter picking tongues. The range of cleaning is up to 3 meters into the fields along the 

roadsides. The litter is then sent to incineration. The last cleaning by the communal 

workforce took place 3 weeks before the first collection. In between the two collections, 

the roadmen did not pick up any litter intentionally to allow for a sound result. 

Date of first pick up: 22.11.2019 – dry weather conditions 

(Time since the last pickup: 3 weeks) 

Date of the second pick-up: 17.12.2019. – dry weather conditions 

 

Figure 25: Communal roads for litter pick-up experiment. Source: geo.admin.ch 
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Wangentalstrasse: 

 

Figure 26: Image of the inspected Wangentalstrasse. picture taken on google maps. 

 

Riedmattstrasse 

 

Figure 27: Image of the inspected Riedmattstrasse. picture taken on google maps 
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Hallmattstrasse 

 

Figure 28: Image of the inspected Hallmattstrasse. picture taken on google maps. 

Landorfstrasse 

 

Figure 29: Image of the inspected Landorfstrasse. picture taken on google maps. 
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Table 12: Description of communal roads for the litter pick-up experiment. 

Road Name 
Starting 

Coordinates 
End Coordinates Length (m) 

Bordering 

Environment 

Wangentalstrasse 
2'594'219/ 

1'196'382 

2'594'747, 

1'197'027 
780 

Agricultural 

Fields 

Riedmattstrasse 
2'595'165, 

1'197'444 

2'595'007, 

1'198'001 
520 

Agricultural 

Fields 

Hallmattstrasse 
2'595'165, 

1'197'444 

2'595'415, 

1'197'734 
405 

Agricultural 

Fields 

Landorfstrasse 
2'595'922, 

1'196'999 

2'597'046, 

1'196'565 
1200 

Forest & 

Agriculture 
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Cantonal Roads 

The Tiefbauamt Bern offered to accompany their workforce to pick up litter along 

roadsides. I accompanied three roadmen to pick up litter along different cantonal roads. 

They walk along both roadsides and collect all visible litter objects by the means of 

litter picking tongues. The range of cleaning is up to 3 meters into the fields along the 

roadsides. The litter is then sent to incineration. The last cleaning by the cantonal 

workforce took place 9 weeks before the first collection. In between the two collections, 

there was no cleaning.  

Date of First pick-up: 28.11.2019 – rainy weather conditions 

(Time since the last pickup: 9 weeks) 

Date of Second pick-up: 19.12.2019 

Time between pickups: 3 weeks – dry weather condition 

 

Figure 30: Cantonal Roads for litter pick up experiment. Source: geo.admin.ch 
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Neue Murtenstrasse – S1 

 

Figure 31: Image of the inspected Neue Murtenstrasse- S1. picture taken on google maps. 

Eymattstrasse 

 

Figure 32: Image of the inspected Eymattstrasse. picture taken on google maps. 
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Neue Murtenstrasse – S2 

 

Figure 33: Image of the inspected Neue Murtenstrasse- S1. picture taken on google maps. 

Murtenstrasse 

 

Figure 34: Image of the inspected Murtenstrasse. picture taken on google maps. 
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Table 13: Description of cantonal roads for the litter pick-up experiment. 

Road Name Starting 

Coordinates 

End Coordinates Length (m) Bordering 

Environment 

Neue Murtenstrasse S1  2'597'552, 

1'199'828 

2'596'325, 

1'200'415 

1300 Forest 

Eymattstrasse  2'596'325, 

1'200'415 

2'596'093, 

1'201'017 

600 Forest 

Neue Murtenstrasse S2  2'596'325, 

1'200'415 

2'595'723, 

1'199'814 

860 Forest 

Murtenstrasse  2'594'763, 

1'199'601 

2'593'428, 

1'200'081 

1450 Agricultural 

Fields 
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7.1.2 Derivation of Sweeping Efficiency 

In the following, the formula for the overall Sweeping Efficiency is derived. All formulas 

can be applied in terms of numbers or weight of the found litter. The figure below 

illustrates the model.  

 

Figure 35: Illustration of litter model to calculate daily litter amount xo. 

Definitions and Assumptions: 

- n: Number of days between two pickups: provided by road workers 

- peo: pickup-efficiency of object o: observations and interviews with road 

workers 

- Every day, all present litter is blown away with the probability p and rests 

with the probability ro =1-po 

-  

 

Variable 
Alu  
cans 

PET 
bottles 

HDPE 
bottles 

Glass 
bottles 

Plastic 
pieces 

Cigarett
e packs 

Rest 

Pickup-Efficiency: 
peo 

0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.7 0.95 0.9 

Annual Wind 
Drifts: w 

4 4 4 1 12 4 8 

- So: Total amount of litter picked up (from roadside pickups) 

Lo: Total amount of litter present at day of pickup =  

- xo: every day, an unknown amount of object o is littered  

(This littering rate is assumed to be constant over the interval) 
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Derivation 

-The total expected amount at the day of pickup (after n days of littering) Lo:  

  

An object littered on the day of pickup is expected to be there:  

An object littered one day before is expected to be there:  

An object littered n days before is expected to be there:  

- Applying the geometric series, this simplifies to: 

 

- The daily littered amount xo is: 

  

- Putting into the formula for the Sweeping Efficiency: 

 

 

  

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/GeometricSeries.html
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7.1.3 Fate Experiment – Location Details 

The location of place where litter has been exposed can be seen in figure 36. Every 

week, at every location a picture was taken. The resulting photo collection and proof 

of found distances is submitted to and available of the supervising professor.  

 

Figure 36: Location of field experiment sites; fair green: fallow fields; dark green: grass field; located in the commune 
of Koeniz, Canton Bern 

Table 14: Coordinates and a description of the chosen experiment sites. 

ID Coordinates (CH1903+ LV95) Description 

Field1 2'594'483.0, 1'196'661.4 

Freshly sown spelt field. This means 

the field is practically fallow with few 

obstacles. Flat terrain 

Field2.1 

Field2.2 

 
2'595'054.5, 1'197'641.2 

 

Fallow field. Exposed to wind. 

Slightly inclined. 

Field3 2'597'450.4, 1'196'099.6 
Flat grass field with highly grown 

grass. Not mown during experiment. 

Field4 

 
2'598'289.8, 1'196'437.5 

 

Flat grass field with highly grown 

grass. Not mown during experiment. 

Forest 1 2'596'286.4, 1'196'891.5 
Mixed forest. Spot of release located 

4-5 meters from trail inside the forest. 

Forest 2 

 
2'597'515.1, 1'196'058.1 

 

Mixed forest. Spot of release 1.5m 

from main road.  

 

 

 

https://map.geo.admin.ch/?lang=en&topic=ech&bgLayer=ch.swisstopo.swissimage&layers=ch.swisstopo.zeitreihen,ch.bfs.gebaeude_wohnungs_register,ch.bav.haltestellen-oev,ch.swisstopo.swisstlm3d-wanderwege,KML%7C%7Chttps:%2F%2Fpublic.geo.admin.ch%2FvLtS6nUlSxGHjxSIc02a1g&layers_visibility=false,false,false,false,true&layers_timestamp=18641231,,,,&E=2594483&N=1196661&zoom=13
https://map.geo.admin.ch/?lang=en&topic=ech&bgLayer=ch.swisstopo.swissimage&layers=ch.swisstopo.zeitreihen,ch.bfs.gebaeude_wohnungs_register,ch.bav.haltestellen-oev,ch.swisstopo.swisstlm3d-wanderwege,KML%7C%7Chttps:%2F%2Fpublic.geo.admin.ch%2FvLtS6nUlSxGHjxSIc02a1g&layers_visibility=false,false,false,false,true&layers_timestamp=18641231,,,,&E=2595055&N=1197641&zoom=11
https://map.geo.admin.ch/?lang=en&topic=ech&bgLayer=ch.swisstopo.swissimage&layers=ch.swisstopo.zeitreihen,ch.bfs.gebaeude_wohnungs_register,ch.bav.haltestellen-oev,ch.swisstopo.swisstlm3d-wanderwege,KML%7C%7Chttps:%2F%2Fpublic.geo.admin.ch%2FvLtS6nUlSxGHjxSIc02a1g&layers_visibility=false,false,false,false,true&layers_timestamp=18641231,,,,&E=2595055&N=1197641&zoom=11
https://map.geo.admin.ch/?lang=en&topic=ech&bgLayer=ch.swisstopo.swissimage&layers=ch.swisstopo.zeitreihen,ch.bfs.gebaeude_wohnungs_register,ch.bav.haltestellen-oev,ch.swisstopo.swisstlm3d-wanderwege,KML%7C%7Chttps:%2F%2Fpublic.geo.admin.ch%2FvLtS6nUlSxGHjxSIc02a1g&layers_visibility=false,false,false,false,true&layers_timestamp=18641231,,,,&E=2597450&N=1196100&zoom=13
https://map.geo.admin.ch/?lang=en&topic=ech&bgLayer=ch.swisstopo.swissimage&layers=ch.swisstopo.zeitreihen,ch.bfs.gebaeude_wohnungs_register,ch.bav.haltestellen-oev,ch.swisstopo.swisstlm3d-wanderwege,KML%7C%7Chttps:%2F%2Fpublic.geo.admin.ch%2FvLtS6nUlSxGHjxSIc02a1g&layers_visibility=false,false,false,false,true&layers_timestamp=18641231,,,,&E=2598290&N=1196438&zoom=12
https://map.geo.admin.ch/?lang=en&topic=ech&bgLayer=ch.swisstopo.swissimage&layers=ch.swisstopo.zeitreihen,ch.bfs.gebaeude_wohnungs_register,ch.bav.haltestellen-oev,ch.swisstopo.swisstlm3d-wanderwege,KML%7C%7Chttps:%2F%2Fpublic.geo.admin.ch%2FvLtS6nUlSxGHjxSIc02a1g&layers_visibility=false,false,false,false,true&layers_timestamp=18641231,,,,&E=2598290&N=1196438&zoom=12
https://map.geo.admin.ch/?lang=en&topic=ech&bgLayer=ch.swisstopo.pixelkarte-farbe&layers=ch.swisstopo.zeitreihen,ch.bfs.gebaeude_wohnungs_register,ch.bav.haltestellen-oev,ch.swisstopo.swisstlm3d-wanderwege&layers_visibility=false,false,false,false&layers_timestamp=18641231,,,&E=2596286&N=1196892&zoom=11
https://map.geo.admin.ch/?lang=en&topic=ech&bgLayer=ch.swisstopo.swissimage&layers=ch.swisstopo.zeitreihen,ch.bfs.gebaeude_wohnungs_register,ch.bav.haltestellen-oev,ch.swisstopo.swisstlm3d-wanderwege,KML%7C%7Chttps:%2F%2Fpublic.geo.admin.ch%2FvLtS6nUlSxGHjxSIc02a1g&layers_visibility=false,false,false,false,true&layers_timestamp=18641231,,,,&E=2597515&N=1196058&zoom=12
https://map.geo.admin.ch/?lang=en&topic=ech&bgLayer=ch.swisstopo.swissimage&layers=ch.swisstopo.zeitreihen,ch.bfs.gebaeude_wohnungs_register,ch.bav.haltestellen-oev,ch.swisstopo.swisstlm3d-wanderwege,KML%7C%7Chttps:%2F%2Fpublic.geo.admin.ch%2FvLtS6nUlSxGHjxSIc02a1g&layers_visibility=false,false,false,false,true&layers_timestamp=18641231,,,,&E=2597515&N=1196058&zoom=12
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Aerial picutres of Fields 

 

Figure 37: Aerial picture of Field1. Picture was taken on map.geo.admin.ch 
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Figure 38: Aerial picture of Field2.1 and Field2.2. Picture was taken on map.geo.admin.ch 

 

Figure 39: Aerial picture of Field3. Picture was taken on map.geo.admin.ch 
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Figure 40: Aerial picture of Field4. Picture was taken on map.geo.admin.ch 

 

Figure 41: Aerial picture of Forest1. Picture was taken on map.geo.admin.ch 
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Figure 42: Aerial picture of Forest2. Picture was taken on map.geo.admin.ch 
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7.1.4 Details of Strollers Experiment 

The GPS of the location where the experiment was conducted:  2'601'372/1'198'202 

It was conducted on a sidewalk along the river Aare in Bern where many strollers pass 

by.  

List of registered variables of the experiment: 

Table 15: Variables generated in field experiment 1 

Variables Type Classes 

Explanatory Variables   

Environment categorical forest, river, hiking, skitour, skiing,... 

Pollution categorical little, severe 

Position categorical hotspot, path 

Age categorical 0-25; 26-40; 41-65; 66+ 

Response Variables   

Picked-up boolean - 

Level of disturbance ordinal 1,2,3,4,5 

Microplastic-concern ordinal 1,2,3,4,5 

Losing frequency categorical 5 classes 

Littering-behavior categorical 5 classes 
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The complete questionnaire (in German): 

 

Figure 43: Questionnaire for the Strollers Experiment (in German) 
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7.2 Results 

7.2.1 Roadside Litter 

The results of the roadside litter pickup divided by the number weeks of non-cleaning 

is depicted below. The red mark indicates the results of an Austrian study (Erhebung 

IST-Situation Littering entlang ausgewaehlter Untersuchungsgebiete im Bezirk 

Rohrbach) by the Austrian Ecology Institute27, which also analyzed the litter collected 

during a month. 

 

Figure 44: Roadside litter picked up divided by the number of weeks since the last cleaning. No modelling of 
winddrifts considered here. The red mark depicts the results from an Austrian study27 collecting waste along road 
B127. 
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7.2.2 Model and Assumption Testing 

Model Verification 

Table 16: Ratio between the calculated daily litter emissions on the cantonal roads for 3weeks and 9 weeks 
cleaning interval. If the daily litter constant on the road would be equal over those periods, the ratio would be 1.  

Ratio (3w/9w) Alu Cigarette Glass PE PET 
Plastic 
Pieces Rest 

Average 
Factor 

With model considering wind drifts 1.51 2.10 1.64 1.54 1.41 0.37 1.06 1.37 
Simply dividing by number of days  1.96 2.60 5.58 2.00 1.83 0.64 1.82 2.35 
Cofficient of Variance 0.49 0.65 0.76 1.03 0.45 0.51 0.46 0.62 

 

Gaussian Error Propagation 

 

Figure 45: PET litter flows with error propagation. Comments on assumed uncertainties are shown on the right. 
The graph and calculations of error propagation are done in STAN. 
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Hypothesis Testing 

Communal vs Cantonal Roads 

Table 17: Testing Mean Litter amount between Communal and Cantonal Roads 

  Mean(Communal) Mean(Cantonal) P(T<=t) two-tail 

  g/100m/week g/100m/week   

Alu cans 10.5 7.9 0.34 

PET bottles 7.1 8.7 0.44 

HDPE bottles 0.9 0.8 0.78 

Glass bottles 22.2 18.4 0.65 

Plastic pieces 10.6 6.6 0.08 

Cigarette packs 2.3 1.3 0.13 

 

 

Correlation between Litter Pollution and Traffic 

Table 18: Resulting correlation coefficients between the traffic volume (AADT) of the roads inspected and the 
amount of litter found per category. A onsided t-test is performed to statistically test the found linear correlation. 

Litter 
catgory 

Alu 
Cigarette 
pack 

Glass PE PET 
Plastic 
Pieces 

Rest Total 

Pearson R 0.20 0.19 -0.04 -0.15 0.20 0.43 0.32 0.32 

p-value 
(onsided t-
test) 

0.15 0.15 - - 0.16 0.32 0.24 0.24 
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7.2.3 Meteorological Wind Analysis 

Stormy days in winter and summer 

 

Figure 46: Days exceeding hourly means of 7m/s measured at the station Bern-Bollwerk. In grey: winter half-year; 
more storms occur in this season. Data provided by meteosuisse. 

Number of annual wind drifts 

Table 19: Number of days per year an object is transported away according to the Exposition Experiment and 
the Critical wind speeds (non-corrected and log-corrected) 

 

Alu Pet 
Dry 
Paper 
Bag 

Wet 
Paper 
Bag 

Small 
Plastic 
packaging 

Plastic 
bag 

Glass 
bottle 

Not corrected 
       

Road 352 352 352 309 352 352 336 
Fallow Field 34 37 352 319 352 352 0 
Grass Field 0 0 211 9 300 352 0 

Log-corrected 
       

Road 349 352 352 89 352 352 146 
Fallow Field 0 0 309 16 276 346 0 
Grass Field 0 0 0 0 0 41 0 

Exposition 
Experiment 

       

Fallow Field 5 5 241 146 241 241 0 
Grass Field 0 0 5 0 0 5 0 

 

 


